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Diaz DefinitelyResigns

Proclamation Issued

Term Closed Friday

State, Pillaged

Sunday Closing Law

Memorial Day

Successful School

Capitel Hidalgo

191

Colorado Elk Shipped

Office of President

to New Mexico

15

Statehood is Again
Sidetracked by House

Santa Fe, N M May 15. Gov-esno- r
Mexico City, May 17. Porfirio
Friday, May 10, the Cimarron
Mexico City, May ib. Rioting
Then it another law in New
Thomas P. Gable, game and fish
Washington, May 17. StateWilliam J. Mills today is- Diaz, president of Mexico and the commissioner for New Mexico, has hood was sidetracked in the house
Mexico which I am required to call and pillage occurred at Pachuca school closed tor the snmmer. To
to your attention especially, and during theearlv hours of today, celebrate the event the teachers sued a Memorial day proclamation, dictator of the republic, which he purchased thirteen fine specimens again today. This time it gave
that is the Suadav law. The leg- following the surrender of the city and pupils held a picnic in t he in which he urges the observance has ruled with an iron hand, de- of elk from Mr. S. M. Dawson of place to the Steel and Sugar trust
The reliéis Cimarron canon, and agreed that of May 30 in honor of the nation's finitely set the time for his res- Hayden, Routt county, Colorado, investigation being pursued by
islature han made it a misdemean- to the revolutionists.
The
governor's ignation from office this afternoon and shiped them to New Mexico to that body.
or lor peoule to engage in certaia Iieeainf drunk and defied their the celebration was worthy oí the heroic dead.
These matters will
proclamation
reads;
at a meeting of his cabinet, when be turned loose on the range The probably consume most of the time
The townspeople occasion.
vocations on Sunday and has pro- commanders.
has. in
The past year, 1910-1"The 30th of May is again he declared that he would retire elk were reared on the Dawson in the house today. Statehood
hibited all aporta which interfere I defterted their homes and remained
been
disadvantages,
dvof
spite
certain
were
drawing
banks
The
worship.
This is the day before the end of the present ranch and are all fine, large speci- may be taken up again tomorrow.
concealed.
near.
with religous
on the whole one of the most satis which has been adopted by the month.
1 would
mens, between three and five years
not have yon understand namited ami looted.
Much indignation has been arousThis is taken to mean that peace of agee-exc- ept
one, a baby elk.
Pachuca i a mining city of Inctory years in the history of the states, territories and dependen- that i hi , law applies to all work
ed by some heated attacks on New
capital of! schools of Cimarron. The force cies of the United States as a day w'" be restored in Mexico within a
population,
These elk were raised up in Mexico and Arizona by influential
und luf mess ol everv kind, tor it 40,000
e
Hidalgo, and situated sixty miles ci teachers, themselves thoroughly on which a tribute should be paid ,ew days. The cabinet spent sev-t- o domesticity and rar with the cattle papers in the east which declare
does not ; the legislature has
the memory of fhe soldiers and eral hours in earnest consideration in the big Dawson pastures. Mr. that the admission of these territorinhibitions of the statute northeast ol Mexico City. Sunday capable and skilled in the art and
in
I
entirely
were
teaching,
of
science
of
necessity,
the
charity and night it fe into the hands
sailors oí the republic who lost ol the demands 0 the insur-thei- r Dawson and his men rounded up ies will but augment greatly the
all works of
Cas-th- e harmony with each other; a prime
Colonel
necessity,
word
By
lives in thed6tnse of their ' rectos.
under
the elk and a few milch cows and political strength of the Mormons.
the
revolutionists
inercv.
Mexico Citv, May 17. Foreign drove the whole bunch to the rail- These papers charge that both
legislature intended to and did trejon. The capturing was done requisite to the successful conduct country and in uphold ,g the hon- or and glory of the Stars and (Minister De La Barra declares road, as they would a bunch of New Mexico and Arizona are domiexempt from the nperatioa of the without hgbtiug, the invaders ol a school.
The School Board has not as yet Stripes.
Without those brave 'h1 peace negotiations between cattle. They were driven into the nated by Mormons and that they
law such business as was reason-- swarming into the city from sur
When the determined upon the teachers for men who gave up their lives upon ,ne government and rebels doubless stock pens and through the cattle will control the new States. New
ably necessary for the comfort, lounding hillsides.
I he exmanv a bloody held of battle, and will reach a definite and favorable chute into the stock cars. They Mexican's here are surprised at the
convenience, enjoyment and well government authorities had been the next term ol school.
of
Miss
and
patience
ceptional
revolution-ried
skill
carby
replaced
those ol the
being ol man, which could be
in many a fight a sea, the union result at today's cabinet meeting. were no harder to manage than seriousness of the attack and while
teacher,
grade
the
primary
Finance Minister Ltmantour was an ordinary bunch of steers.
Curtis,
gave
with
license.
interfering
to
wav
would
not be what it is today, the
ists, order
on without
the charges are laughable, it is fearOne bull and three cows will le ed they will more or less work to
During last night manv ol the make it practically certain, so we most powerful nation in the world, not quite so sanguiny as his colreligous worship or the disturbance
ot society.
rebels helped themselves liberally learn Irom the Board, that she will and the one government which league in the ministry this morn- iinloaded at Raton and drove to the injury of the two territories.
be retained tor her fourth year in seeks to do what is right and for ing. He said the government had Red River Canyon and left to range
The legislature did not intend to the saloon supply and the
Minority Leader Mann will lead
men were soon out of hand. the Cimarron schools, and the the best interests of humanity at the greatest desire to conclude a in that vicinity. Three more cows a determined fight against the
to give to New M xii o a Puritanical Sabbath, and such business as The orders of their commanders scholarship ol Miss Lodge and large. We should call to mind leace agreement, but "among the and a bull will In unloaded at Cim- Arizona and New Mexico state.The rioters ran Miss Nutter make their retention our brave departed soldiers and demands of the rebels are some arron and left to range in the Cim- hood resolution Mr. Mann will
drug stores, confectioneries, news were defied.
shouting
and shooting a strong probability; in fact we do sailors. Their heroic and patriot- contrary to the dignity of the arron canyon. The remainder will back up President Taft in his opgarages
are
the streets
stands, livery stables,
peaceful in- not believe that better teachers for ic conduct should ever be an in- government and of the president." be located in Hot Springs canyon, position to the recall of judges in
The
provisions
promiscuously.
the
not included within
Nevertheless Senor Limantour near Las Vegas.
and their respective grades can be se- spiration to us. and inspire us to
oi the act, provided of course, that habitants were terror-stricke- n
any form and will also make an efcured. As to the principal, Mr. guard carefully and preserve in- believed that peace would be arMr. Dawson, on whose ranch fort to amend the resolution by the
their business is carried on so as hid themselves in their homes.
ranged.
the elk were reared, was formerly elimination of New Mexico to vote
Battering down the doors and Webb, while he has given the tact the glorious heritage ol n tr
not to interfere with religious woradminShould the present negotiations a citizen of Cimarron coming here again upon the provision of their
satisfactory
scnool
most
the
government whicli our lathers gave
ship and the peace and good order places of business, the lawlessness
fail it is regarded as not unlikely when the town was wild and woolly constitution which relates to amOl course if a tben.took form ot robbery. Charges istration, still there is dissatislac-tio- to us.
of the community.
of
some
because
the city will be cut off soon and making this his borne for many endments.
quarters
that
in
under
placed
the
intoxicating
were
dynamite
of
druggist should sell
"Now, therelore, I, Willian J.
years. He is as much interested
BOtrM
while
of
years;
from
bis
inthe outside world.
lack
and
exploded.
and
would
be
of
banks
Sunday
the
he
walls
liquor on
Some of the insurgents will not
Mills, governor of the territory of
and is doin as much tor the pres- arguoccupation
ol
of
Valles
the
see
With
this
fail
force
to
effected,
the
was
clean
of
entrance
places
Wherever
Likewise
Mr. Mann and the Repubdictable.
support
New Mexico, do hereby designate
"R..Moln"
o
all.
. r w ...l II,.
in n
.in
'iiiioiu
ment in the face of his successlul and set apart Tuesday, May 30, yesterday the rebels now control jones is doing
wholesome amusement, which are the banks were looted.
lican leaders in this stand. In
tor the buffalo.
Commercial houses were robbed record, it is probable that the rgii, as Memorial day, and do the railway into and out of San
instructive in their character, are
fact, Representatives Wedemeyer
of
Michigan and Young of Kansas ,
Ray-Adnot included, neither are butchers oí such ol their stocks as the mob Board will select some older man hereby request that on said dav Luis Potosi to the north as far as
The
Colonization Co.,
Tamp-ic- o
Doors of to fill the place for next term,
with headquarters at Denver, who made a third report on the pending
and bakers, nor farmers, when wished to carry away.
business of a secular nature be Saltillo jn Coahulia, east to
in southeast Tamulipas,. and recently purchased
the Rayado resolution, in which they favored
their labors are required to irri- - j the jails wr re battered down and The courses in the various grades suspended as far as possible, withoi Cimarnine
miles
Howsouth
ranch,
Agua
and
Calientes.
taught
to
west
thoroughly
been
have
Much
ol
prisoners
released.
same.
remove
the
vate their crODS or
the admission of both territorial
in the territory ol New Mexico,
ron, consisting of about 30,000
... .1. ...... i...
i
1.
made
far
been
so
'
effort
has
no
ever,
was
at
lawlessness
does
ludgment
subsequent
my
in
the
under
The law,
the constitution as they now
and that the people generally join
ingreat
acres,
ranch
has cut the
the Department of Education at with the patriotic associations to interfere with traffic on these to small tracts and is putting them stand. The insurgents apparently
not apply to baseball, so long as tributed to the convicts.
on the market.
This is one of the are in favor of everything radical
the sport is properly conducted,
Late advices today state that Santa Fe. The course of study in strewing flowers upon the lines.
Juarez, Mexico, May 17. In re- large ranches in Colfax county that that is proposed, no matter whence
and doer, not result in the distur- order has been restored by eight tor all the grades, from the first to mounds which mark the moulderMexis giving way before the man who
it may lead.
bance ol a worshipping assembly, hundred rebels under command of the eighth, is very minutely plan- ing remains of our tdead heroes, sponse to a request from the
would rather raise apples than catgovernment,
Pres
ican
Provisional
Department
ned
by
heads,
and
the
woisbip.
Six Republicans on the, territor
or interlere with religious
Colonel Gabriel Hernandez. Three
and in paying a tribute of respect
tle.
ident Madero and his cabinet
We must tace conditions as they hundred federals were sent to the eighth is examined by the De- to their memories.
ies committee, ipyuding Delegate
gathered at 1 o'clock today to
partment to ascertain whether the
exist, and earnestly try to do the the scene on special trains.
"And I further request that in
Fireproof. Cameron of Arizona1 signed a reformulate a final peace agreement To See If
work has been thoroughly covered
very beBt we can lor the communport excluding Arizona from statepatriotic exercises be
The federal troops which were
schools
our
ity in which we live. In order (or being rushed to Pachuca, turned or not. Since the course of study held, so that love of country may tobe submitted by telegraph by
Wilmington Del., May 16. In hood unless the people eliminate
today to Presiour Sunday law to have any effect back this afternoon on orders from has been in the hands of the teach- lie impessed upon the hearts and Judge Carbajal
an effort to decide whether the big the recall as applied to the judiciary
2 million dollar office
building at House republicans exiiect the sen
(or good we must give to it a rea- Mexico City. The rebels have im- ers something less than two years, minds of the pupils, and they be dent Diaz and his cabinet.
There is practically a mutual ac- the DePont powder company is ate to stand by them in this ex
sonable construction, and apply to prisoned Governor Rodriguez and there is necessarily some confusion taught that it is a duty which they
ceptance now ol the principal really Reproof , the company will
in the work accomplished and the
it good common sense.
named loaquin Gonzales provisiowe to lay down their lives if nec- points, but it has been decided to start fires with inflammable mater- treme position, which they believe
Territorial requirments are not as
The supreme court of the terri- onal governor.
The date is wholly justified.
ial in several rooms.
The rebels in
essary in the defense of the flag."
have the rebels submit their pro- has not yet been fixed.
yet very well met; but this difficulSunday
held
thatthe
rightly
After Arizona gets into the Union
tory has
their efforts to restore order, killed ty will
in full tor blanket ratifica-bgram
goes
time
on.
vanish
as
of
intoxicar
sale
the
people can adopt the recall of
prohibits
the
law
forty rioters.
the government.
The Territorial examinations are
judges if they still feel that they
ing liquor on that day, so in New
Wool is Not
lie coinF. Deitz
The ratification will
purely optional, however, and are
want it," said Mr. Mann. "How
Mexico, as it is in every state in
of
with
the
announcement
candicident
binding
in
no
on
sense
the
inever, tney are asking too mucb
Flag Day
the union, it is unlawful to sell
an armistice.
The signing in
dates. As they are often careless
So
Convicted Of
toxicating liquor on Sunday. We
when they send to us for approval
itselt in a
armistice
thu
ot
closely
and
the
do
not
Juarez
to
adhere
why
the
their constitution containing this
can readily understand
On
few days by Carbajal and the inbooks prescribed, they are rather
provision.
legislature intended to prohibit the
llayward, Wis., May i.. -- John
widely unsatisfactory.
surrecto representative will end
This ob
Washington, D. C, May 15It will be noted that the demo
sale ol liquor on Sunday. It is,
a normal con- F. Deit. will spend the rest of his
and
the
jection
intime,
will
armistice
vanish
also
policy
ways
general
ot
the
memliers
been,
the
crats ol the committee on territorDemocratic
and has
un
Wednesday,
14, will
in the high school department and means committee of the house dition ot peace will be recognized natural lite at hard labor in the ies do not approve the recall ol
ol the whole nation. Sunday is a
the anniversary of the adoption of several important innovations were
state penitentiary at Waupum, by judges in the Arizona constitution.
today began drafting the revised as existing.
day of rest and recreation; there is
flag oi
the
stripes
as
and
the
stars
will
chiefs
here
The
insurrecto
the verdict ol a iiiry returned today, As a matter ol fart few ol them
by
made
high
Prof.
Webb.
The
on wool which will be
a general relaxation from all busi
day is known as school department of the Cimar- tariff schedule
The
merica.
their
to
send
01
couriers
which
found him guilty of the favor it. Rather man say so opentelegraph
submitted to the d mocratic cauness pursuits on this day. Were Flag Dav."
The Association ron school embraces two years,
ot
parts
in
various
ol Deputy Sheriff Oscar ly, they
constituencies
murder
the
withapplying
law,
probably
have reported a resolution
it not lor the closing
urges that this day be appropriate) y ninth and tenth more than is cus for ratification
it is lielieved that Harp in the lettle of Cameron dam
aad
republic,
the
naturwould
n
m
if passed, relieves them from
many
which
in
week.
a
to saloons,
observed with the displaying of found in any school in the county
within a week all in arms will have on October M, last, Hattie F. Deitz, the necessity of either approving
ally visit them and some ol them
Advocates for free raw wool were
buildpublic
colors
nationa!
It is hi-- , wile, and leslie Deitz. his son, or disapproving
laid down in the republic.
outside Raton. Prof. Webb has
it. Their resolu- would spend all their wages earnofficers have sent out even planned to introduce some not as confident today as hereto not believed that an answer to the were found not guilty.
ings.
The
the presid
merely
tion
authorizes
ed during the preceding six days
fore, that the revised schedule
circulars asking that the schools
insurrectos, which
The smile which the "Old Man" ent to issue a formal proclamation
and will become intoxicated, go out especially take note of the occas eleventh grade work next year in would place the raw material on proposals ol the
this aftei- - has always laced conditions, did alter the people shall have voted
case he is retained, and claims he
Extraordinary will be com pk ted late
on the streets and disturb men.
list.
free
the
in
keeping.
hold
exercises
noon, will be received iietore to- not desert hun as the ludge read on the recall ol (iidges in Arizona
can do so without detracting any
We all ion and
women and children.
pressure has been brought to beat
for
colors
the
to
military
salute
morrow, as it is reported here that the verdict. A frown overspread and the provision relating to amfrom the time oi the other recita
know the harmiul effects ol intoxiby conservative leaders to secure
upon
requested
pupils
is
school
Diaz is slightly ill and mav not the face ol Mrs. Deitz and she glar
tions. Already be he has been
cating liquors. It causes drain on
unanimous approval (fl a com be able to conler with his cabinet ed at the jury. Leslie smiled faint endments in New Mexico.
day.
that
able, by combining classes and in
"So far as the New Mexico consocietv. and every state recognizes
promise bill, and those leaders
ly and the color came and went in
The anniversary recalls the story troducing as tar as practicable the
tomorrow.
until
is concerned, I believe
stitution
this, by either prohibiting th
insist that such a bill would meet
his lace.
the Republicans are a unit against
traltic entirely, or licensing it, and ol the Hag, ol how alter several modern credit system, to lengthen with caucus approval.
Asked by Judge Reid it he had the Democrats in attempting to
nlai-tnProminent Pecos
around it severe restric- - symbols were used by the Ameri the time of recitation considerable,
r
Such a bill might provide a taranything
to say before sentence force another vote on the amendmade
Betsy
Koss
patriots,
can
more
space
vastly
and
cover
de
thus
society
tions. The interest ol
Man Is Dead was pronounced,
iff of about five or six cents a
Deitz launched a ment provision. As a matter oi
Hag
present
which
the
the
after
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n
two
than
these
not
mands that such places should
pound on the raw product which
'
against
what he term- fact the constitution oi New Mextirade
bitter
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express
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in mien on
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would
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which h ico is more easily amended than
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and
ed
lumber
trust
the
The red stripes are said to ed himselt as being very well pleat,- men are idle.
a cut of forty to fitly per Atanadico Rovibal died at his said he knew sooner or later, "be
and
list,
,1
of Illinois.
There it
halls also come within the represent the blood of the lighters ed with the work done by thes
woolen home in Pecos. San Miguel county cause it is big and I am little, than that
cent in manufactured
nothing in common between tbem.
prohibition ol the Sunday law. for liberty; the white purity; the grades, which compares more than goods.
today ot Bright 's disease at the age would kill me or put me out of the The constitution of half the
states in
Unfortunately this sport has been blue field, the sky, each star, a favorably with that covered in
His death came way.
ot sixty yeais.
Deitz charged the trust the union are more difficult of amallowed to degenerate by the pro state. The number of stars in the former years; and seemed disap
ill- - with trying to ruin him and said
suddenly,
ouite
- - after a short
1
end me ut than that oi New Mexico.
Fine General Rains
prietors ot most such places, un original flag were thirteen, to rep- pointed that lie would probably not
a the lumber companies bad "got
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Royibal
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Mr.
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colo
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original
to
thirteen
the
have
the
Therefore the position of the post
to
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til it has come to
prominent figure in San Miguel what they were after."
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a
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whole ot Colfax county county politics tor many years, and
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The
work.
the
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a
star
Den
law
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ot
of
the
the authorities
ninth and tenth grades, are ulmost was blessed with a fine rain ltst has considerable land holdings. the state has," continued Dietz political effect, it is impossible to
ver have announced that nil pool ded lor each new state, but that wholly
in the hands of the princiII ever prospects were He was much respected by many "It is the state that waylaid my believe tbem to be sincere. There
halls in that citv ate to be closed the number of stripes should re- pal, and is to be hoped that, if Sunday.
crops they are right men in the county and throughout children and took one away to ytil is absolutely no good reason why
big
for
bright
permanently. That they were ruin main thirteen.
Prot. Webb is not retained next
year psomises to be the state, and his loss will be deep- and put a bullet through the other, New Mexico should be longer kept
this
and
now,
American
president
ol
the
The
year, his successor may follow the
ing more young men and Ikjvs than
The a young girl."
one of the biggest crop raising ly felt by a host of friends.
out of the union."
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and attention oi nored and Deitz himself made ver
The implement bouses in Cim- sands ot acres, and the ranges held the respect
saloon, our boys can enter the in the week under the present law,
Washington, D. C, May 15.
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SUPREMR TRIBUNAL CAN'T
HOLD A THING "REASONABLE"
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BAYS

INTEREST

KEEPING THE READER POSTED
ON MOST IMPORTANT
CURRNET TOPICS.

Forty men were entombed by an explosion that wrecked the St. Margaret's coal mine near Whitehaven, Eng-
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Irrigation Company.
Santa Fo Is preparing to
a big
The Gallinas Irrigation Fourth of July celebration. have
Mayo 20 es el día de limpia para land Company
Incorporation
filed
According to the last census. Wagon
Tucumcarl.
papers, the capitalization being
jib Mound has a population of 1,913.
at
and the headquarters
Tucumcarl compro el sistema de
The Santa Fe railroad Is erectln
Vegas. The stockholders and directaguas por $65,000.00.
a In
Herbert W. three more water cranes at Wlllard.
Chas. Smith de Albuquerque ha sido ors are David J.
Clark and Stephen B. Davis, Jr.
The building trades during this
pensionado con $20.00 al raes.
month are extremely active In Dem-Ing- .
El Banco de Ahorros de Sliver City
Buying Tonso f Seed.
sé abrió el Lunes, Mayo primero.
Melrose. Melrose
merchants are
The Silver City Postal
Savings
Santa Fé sé está preparando para sending seed to the farmers literally bank waa opened for deposits Monday,
las grandes fiestas del cuatro de Julio. by the ton. There are three dealers May 1st.
In farm seeds here and reports run as
Segrin
el
ultimo censo Wagon
Charles W. Snyder haa been apMound tiene una población de 1,873. high as five tons sold since the rain pointed postmaster at Mineéba, Quay
stopped, so the farmers could get to county.
La compañía ferrocarrilera del San- town.
Frost practically killed all the fruit
ta F4 está construyendo tres grúas
In the Springer section of Colfax
más en Wlllard.
Prloners Escape from Jail.
Albuquerque.
and county.
Frank Boscoe
i,a casa grande del raneno roiey
Chas. Smith of Albuquerque has
boys,
Marsden,
cerca del molino Ozark fué destruida Frank
charged with forgery, and Francisco been granted an original pension of
por un incendio.
.
$20 a month.
Ramos, who pleaded guilty to shootCharlea W. Snyder ha sido nombra- ing at bis employer and was awaiting
The country home of Robert Crawdo administrador de correos de Mine-osa- , sen tepee, ascaped from
the new ford near Roswell was completely deCondado de Quay.
Chavos county jail at Roswell.
stroyed by fire.
m
Lk heladas destruyeron parcialBarring unforeseen calamity, the apTucumcarl.
Bank
for
Postal
mente toda la fruta en la sección de
ple crop of San Juan county this year
Washington
Postmaster General will be a big one.
Springer, Condado de Colfax.
Hitchcock has designated (hlrty-alThis will no the banner year for
Ia casa veraniega de Robert Craw-foi- additional
poBtoffices as postal savcerca de RosvAll fué completa- - ings depositaries, which Including Ixs Lunas and Valencia county for
k
crops and sheep.
mente destruida por el fuego.
those previously selected will make a all iids of
at Elephant Butte Is very
The
river
January
of
129
established
since
total
Santa Fé probablemente tendril un
high
Is considerable fear
there
and
Is
among
those
Tucumcarl
Seminarlo para niñas el cual será ad- 1st.
felt for the safety ot bridges.
named.
ministrado por la Iglesia Episcopal.
Recent wet weather caused a loss
El camino real de Albuquerque á
of 700 lambs to Walter Long and 650
Baby Drinks Chloroform.
Santa Fé está parcialmente obstruido
Albuquerque. Lillian Turner, aged lambs to Carlos Clancy In Guadalupe
por un lago entre Albuquerque y Bercounty,
4, daughter of J. P. Turner of Esnalillo.
tancia, had a narrow escape from
The Foley ranch house
near the
El Inspector Je Aduanas Briggs pre- death "recently. While with a brother Ozark mill, Socorro county,
an old
sentó su renuncia la cual le fué admi- and sister at the home of Mrs. Lyuch land mark, was destroyed by fire retida, se dice que el gobierno trata de she got hold of a bottle of chloroform cently.
and drank a large part of it A doctor,
economizar.
The Wayside Oil ft Gas Company
after two hours' hard work, succeeded was recently organized to drill in the
Este año aln duda será magnifico en in saving the child's life.
Bad Land's, sixteen miles east of
cuanto á cosechas de todas clases y
r
ganado para los condados de Los LuBrings
for
$16,250
State.
Farm
As a result of an effort on the part
nas y Valencia.
Santa Fe. Land Commissioner Ir- of the government to economize, cus$16,900 fué el déficit encontrado al vine announces that he has sold the tom Inspector Briggs of Tucumcarl
of the late E. C. Schwartz at
tesorero del condado de Quay; sé cree fi.-que esto sé debe n causa del método Farmlngton, San Juan county, which has been let put.
Thomas R. Taylor Is getting 400
was escheated to the territory when
de contabilidad.
gallons of water per minute from a
withand
died Intestate
Schwartz
Sin contar con calamidades que
t
stratum In his well nine
out heirs, for $16,250 to J. M. Palmer.
puedan sobrevenir, la cosecha de man- The money goes Into the territorial miles south of Demlng.
zanas en el Condado de Sán Juán school fund.
The public highway from Albuquerserá muy abundante.
que to Santa Fe Is practically blocked
bya lake in the road between Albu. Will Pay Big Fine,
El rio en Elephant Butte viene muy
las Vegas. George Snell of Clay- querque and Bernalillo.
crecido y hay ansiedad por los puentes, pues ya otras veces el rio ha ton, convicted of conspiracy to deThe shortage of County Treasurer
fraud the government in the matter C. B. Chenault of Quay county was
hecho de las suyas.
of homestead entry and who was found to be $15,900 and Is said to
Imb densas nevadas del invierno en
to loose bookkeeping.
fined $1,000 and costs, withdrew his
las montañas de Colorado y el norte anneal to the Sunremc Court. Carl have been due
Emll Dominek, the Dawson wrestde Nuevo Mexico están causando ave- Eklund, another prominent man fac-- J
ler, has posted $100 with the Morning
nidas en el Rio Grande.
Ing the same charge, will be tried at Journal to meet Roy Mabee, the Albul.a Wayside Oil & Gas Co. fué or- the present term of court.
querque mat artist. In the near future.
ganizada y pronto comenzará á barThe heavy snows of the past winter
renar en Bad Lands, dlesysels millas
Kidnappers Will Plead Guilty.
in the mountains of Colorado
and
al este de Tucumcarl.
Las Vegas. That Will Rogers and northern New Mexico are juBt now
Un reciente cambio de temperatura Joe Wiggins will plead guilty to the causing a steady rise lc the Rio
causó una pérdida de 700 carneros á kidnaoplng of little Waldo Rogers at Grande.
Walter Long y de 650 á Carlos Clancy Las Vegas, when the May term of
Santa Fe will get the seminary,
District Court convenes next Monday, probably a young ladles' seminary,
del condado de Guadalupe.
corIf
report
is the current
here and.
El Dr. McChesaey, que fué nombra- rect, the public will be robbed of a that will be conducted under the auspices of the Episcopal church of the
do agente para los Indios de Pueblo ha highly Bensatlonal trial.
It is besido notificado para que haga Espa- lieved Rogers will reverse his deci- Southwest.
Dr. E. McChesney, appointed agent
ñola su cuartel en el distrito del norte. sion to enter a plea of temporary Infor
the Pueblo Indians, has been Inupon
sanity
the
himself
and
throw
Thomas R. Taylor actualmente
to make Española, Rio Ar
structed
mercy
of the court.
saca de sú pozo como 400 galones de
riba county, his headquarters for the
agua por minuto, el cual esta situado
northern district.
como
nueve millas al sur de Dem-lng- .
Convicts Building Roads.
e
scenic highway Is now
The
Santa Fe. Convict road builders open from the Texas line at Anthony
Emll Dominek, el luchador de Daw- have been established In camp a short on the south to Dona Ana, five miles
son ha puesto $100.00 con el Morning drfflance south of Romeroville by War- north of Las Cruces, a distance of
Journal para un encuentro con el atle- den Cleofes Romero of the territorial
twenty-eigh- t
miles.
The convicts will enta Roy Mabee de Albuquerque den- penitentiary.
At the special election held in Las
gage
improving
work
of
in
the
the
tro de poco, ya veremos.
highway between Las Vegas and Cruces the voters almost unanimously
l.a United States Copper Co.,
Santa Fe. High centers will be re- carded the proposed $75,000 water
en medio millón de peaos sé moved from the t'oad. Ruts will be and'tewer bond issue, the vote being
incorporó en Santa Fé con oficinas filled In and the highway leveled. Cul- 130 for and 9 against.
generales en Hanover, Condado de verts and bridges needing repairs will
The Territorial Grand Jury for
Grant.
receive attention and when the work Chaves county made Its final report
true lull
El Gran Jurado Territorial del con- - Is completed, motorists, pleasure driv- and returneo thirty-nindado de Chavez hizo su último report, ers and farmers will enjoy the best of and five "no" bills and completed all
pasando treinta y ni. eve "true bills," road facilities.
its labor.- -. In six daya.
L-y cinco "no bilis" habiendo terminado
The United Statea Copper CompaWould Have Only One Representative. ny, capitalized at half a million dolsú trabajo en seis días.
Washington. Under the Houston lars, filed Incorporation papers at
En la elección especial habida en
bill, as passed by Santa Fe. Headquarters are at Han-- i
.as Cruces, los ciudadanos por un
votrt nnílliimu ,lpiiHrnn nn, la vnla. the House, New Mexico would have over, Grant county.
but one representative in the Lower
The farmers living along the Rio
clón de bonos por valor de $75,000.00
House of Congress, although she Grande north of Dona Ana In the old
para agua potable y entubaclón.
would 1 ave two representatives if this bosque lands have been trapping and
El camino real
desde bill does not become a law. The bill killing a large number of coons durla linea de Tcxbb hasta Anthony y en provides: That It the territories of ing the past few weeks.
el sur basta Doña Ana, cinco millas Arlzoua and New Mexico shall become
Game Warden Gable left. Santa Fe
al norte de Las Cruces y una distan- states in the union before the apportor
Steamboat Springs, Colo,, to bring
cia como de veintiocho millas está tionment of representatives under the
to
New Mexico a carload ot elk which
completo.
next decennial census, they shall have will be turned loose In the New Mex-- I
En el Valle Pecos hay sembrados one representative each, and lf one ico forests and well protected.
algunos cientos de acres de melones y of such territorios shall so become a
Several hundred acres of canta-- :
repá Juzgar por apariencias, la cosecha tate, suclr stale shall have one
loupes
have been set out In the Pecos
or
será numerosa y tendrá campo libre resentatives, which representative
In addition to valley around Roswell this spring and
be
shall
representatives
para su mercado desde Rocky Ford á
the number 433 as provided In section the crop, which reaches the market
California.
one of this act, and all laws or parts between the Rocky Ford and CaliforManuel Pino y Vicente Pino, au hijo of laws in conflict with this section nia output, will have a clear field
fueron victimas de los desmanes del are to that extent hereby repealed.
Pino and Vicento Pino, his
Mat ii.
Rio
estos atentaron cruzar el
son, fell victims to the swollen Rio
ary
pasar
rio en una canoa
por un
al
Issues Worthless Checks.
Grande when they attempted to cross
recife, la canoa se volcó y ambos sé
Solon M. Owens pleaded It at San Acacio, fourteen miles
Roswell
ahogaron; un tercero que Iba en la guilty on two couuts to issuing worth- north of Socorro, In a small boat. The
canoa tue salvado.
On the first he was boa, was caught In the awlft current,
less checks.
Game Warden Gable salló de Santa fined $500 and costs and on the second cuspslzed and both men, who were
senranchmen, were drowned.
Fé para Steamboat Springs, Colo., de given a suspended penitentiary
years.
to
one
three
tence
of
A third man in the boat was rescued.
donde traerá un carro de venados loa
Gas, Electric
cuales ván á ser soltados en los bosThe Albuquerque
ques de Nuevo México, dicen que tam-- ,
Truck Farming on a Boom.
Ught and Power Company has made
blén los ván á cuidar para que no les
Roswell. Truck gardening la faat a propoaition to the farmers south of
Jueguen lo que á los tacuache.
coming into prominence In the Pecof the city to build a transmission line
El Juez de Distflto Abbott de Santa valley and especially In the Roswell to the ranches and aupply current for
Fé sentenció Manual Duran y Felix country. People are beginning to real- pump irrigation and the farmers have
Núñez á cinco años de prisión cada ize the possibilities In this particular the matter under consideration.
District Judge Abbott at Santa Fe
uno por ser responsables de la muerte branch of farming and they are
sentenced Manuel Duran and Felix
de un Individuo. A Juan Jesus Lujan a branchlpg
more along these linea.
out
Munlz to five years each for mandoce años y á Juan TrujlUo á trés por
lire mure good gardens in the slaughter; Juan Jesus lujan to twelve
asaltantes con fines criminales. La There
than there ever and Juan TruJIllo three yaars for
corte se prorrogó hasta Mayo 22 cuan- valley thla sprjng and
the gardeners criminal assault. Court then adjourned
do Abel y Benito Ilibato seráu Juzga- have been before
are going after the proposition in the until May 22, when Abel and Benito
dos por homicidio.
right way.
Lobato will be tried fir murder.
Loa vecinos que viven por el Rio
With $3,800 of the $10,000 road apNew Mexico ia 8torm-8wepGrande al norte de Doña Ana en
already expended, this Inpropriation
Albuquerque. Heavy storms have cluding $1,000 for the corrugated Iron
Bosque Lands sé han encontrado con
uu buén número eje tacuaches, algunos been general over New Mexico. At culverts Installed, the small army of
(tacuaches) han (unido mala suerte, Las Vegas a terrific, electrical, hall men working on the ('amino Real,
pues me los han despachado & otros and rainstorm occurred, with a high has practically completed the heavy
que sé diviertan los vecinos. wind, doing considerable damage to adobe foundation for the new road
mundos
la Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light fruit, although the precipitation ot through the hitherto Impassable
and Power Co. ha hecho una proposi- over an Inch will greatly benefit grow- stretch of sand near Albuquerque and
ción a los hacendadoa al sur de esa ing crops.
On the Pecos slope It the gravel topping has been placod on
ciudad la cual consiste en construir rained nearly half an Inch and the a large part ot the distance.
will
Dr. R. Heerman of Roswell
una linea de transmisión á todos los rain waa general over the plains counhaciendas y suplir fuerza try, where bounteous showers have al- pump water eighty feet with a JhV
ranchos
para irrigación, los hacendados tienen ready assured a prosperous season.
horse power crude oil engine and irrigate 160 acres of land
la proposición en cartera
$50,-00-
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cumcarl.
Tucumcnri haa purchased the city
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Minor Occurences of More Than Oral
nary Interest.

Gathered From

SUROESTE

land.
Mexico's provisional government be
came an established fact with the
naming of Francisco I. Madero, Jr.,
provisional president of nis cabinet of
fleers, and the establishment of a cap
ital at the captured city rf .Inures
General Diai will not leave the
presidency while the country Is in Its
present state of unrest. He has demanded to know from his opponents
the terms In which they expected him
to announce bla willingness to resign
and Is waiting a reply from them.
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is the provls.oral capital of Mexico,
and Francisco I. Madero, Jr., proviNO GOOD OR BAD TRUST
sional president, and his staff have
taken complete Ksaeaslon after winWESTERN.
ning the bloodiest tattle of the MexCOURT HAS NO RIGHT TO USURP
I.nf.netf orover, the fourth gover- ican revolution.
nor of Oregon. íled recently at his
The most remarkable exhibition of
POWER BELONGING TO
home It. Portland.
seen In England was given
aviation
CONGRESS.
Kansae, under the auspices of the parliamencollege.
The St. Mary's
baseball team defeated the Kelo uni- tary aerial defense committee. Four-(sreversity players of Tokio. Japan, 1 to
airmen, including Claude tiráWashington
Governmental Wash L
mis Blerlot, the French
bame White,
judiciaInston legislative, executive and
John Scbaffer and Homer Corbet, aviator; Robert Ioralne, the actor,
l--are
discussing the
Supreme car repairers, were killed by the ex- and Captain F. S. Cody, performed vadisposition of the Standard plosion of several oil tanks In the enr rious feats designed to show the utilCourt
Ull case.
repair sheds of the Santa Ke shops In ity of aeroplanes for war.
Topeka, Kan.
While there was gratification iu
Joseph W. xti II. a hotel fireman,
"'ration clrclea over the order (or
SPORT.
the dissolution of the coriioration was shot and killed on the street In
WE ST Kit
I.KMII K STAXIIIMH.
which had been declared "an unreas- Salt l,ake City, while trying to stop
L.
P.
W.
Pet.
a pawn Sioux City
S
28
17
.7.19
onable" combination and monopoly in a holdup who had robbed
js7
7
11
14
deliver
ship
$6.000 worth of diamonds.
of
unquestionof
trade, there
restraint
20
7
13
Wichita
.50
Com- Lincoln
Railroad
of
Board
The
State
21
IS
.619
ably wad mlsglvlug as to Ibe interpre12-22
11
8t. Joseph
.622
missioners of Kansas refused to
24
9
16
Omaha
.375
tation of the anti-trulaw giving to
to
issue
T.
M.
railroad
K.
ft
22
the
II
Topeka
14
.36
courts the right to determine wheth24
21
ground
Lies
Moines
on
the
I
J I"- -.
bonds
in
er a monopoly was "reasonable" and that the proposition is too indefinite.
Definite plans for establishing an
declaring a "reasonable" monopoly not
A large, open face silver watch lost
circuit" Including Chicago.
aviation
to be in contravention of the statute. by Frank Strotue nearly fifty years
Indianapolis.
Kansas City and St.
President Taft, who a little more ago, was recovered in a strange manthan a year ago, in a special message ner when an alligator was killed in Louis, will be announced soon.
The Missouri Athletic Club won
to Congress, said that under Supreme Double bayou near Oalveston and the
Court precedents there could he no timepiece was found In the alligators tare? out of four events is. the Inter-- i
city boxing tournament with the Cinsuch things as "reasonable and "unstomach.
cinnati Gynasium Club In St. Iouis.
reasonable" restraints of trade, or in
of
J. C, Stubbs. director of traffic
A baseball association has been or-- i
other words, "good trusts," and "bad
anPacific railroad, has
ganlzed at Arvada and It Is the pur
trusts, ' was aald to have been rather the Southern new
time table which the pose of
nounced
the
the promoters to have one of
disappointed that the court
should
Pacific and Union Pacific the best
tenmj in the
have seen tit to reverse itself In thin Southern will
put Into effect May 2!th,
railroads
Denver district,
important matter.
hours
nnd
ling
off four
cut
Justice Hurlan held that his brother from the running time between San
Convict 11,342 of the Missouri state!
judge had no right to usurp the func- Francisco and Chicago.
prison at Jefferson City la the latest
tions of the legislative brunch of the
honors.
The American Flag Association has contender for "white hope"
government by writing Into the statute
a circular calling attention to In a letter to the snorting editor of a
issued
a differentiation between reasonable"
the prisoner acknowi
the fact that June 14th Is Flag Day local newspaper,
and "unreasonable."
asking public officials, patriotic edges tl.- -t he Is the logical person to
and
Cnder these circumstance and in socletl-- s and private cltixens to pre- humble Champion Jack Johnson. He
their extremity, great aggregations of pare for a fitting observance of the says he Is six feet and four inches
wealth applied to the court in an ef- day. The object of this society la to tall, has a reach of 84 inches and
fort to have It construe the law in a promote reverence for the American weighs 230 pounds.
ray that would be a flat reversal of flag.
hat it bad held on two previous oc
GENERAL.
asions.
WASHINGTON.
Justice Harlan scllncd to be a party
Amerlcau Federation of Labor has'
to such reversal, hence his dissenting
The Senate confirmed the nomina- appealed to union men of the country
as "the moat
He denounc.-jpln
tion of Krnest Knaebel as assistant at for $500,000 for the defense of John
larming tendency of the Cuy" the ten torney
J. McNamara.
general.
lency of Judicial legislation. Men of
Four men were killed when a Ba!- Secretary
Indicated
It
been
ha
that
,)ow r. he said, always were trying to
& Ohio train struck the auto-timore
popular
bids
will
MacVcagb
call
for
fet the courts to do what Congress
on an lisue or $50,000,000 of Panama mobile in which they were riding, at
would not.
Shelby, Ohio.
bonds.
Presiden: Taft In his special
Several men are entombod in the
United
between
urgCommerce
the
January
7.
Congress
I'M",
to
ng a lederal Incorporation act,
States and border towns of Mexico, ROM vein of the Boston colliery of
will not be Interfered with by the th Delaware & HudBon Company at
that to put the word
l.arksvllle. Pa.
t
ible" into the
Matute and I'nlted States.
' bus leave It for the courts to say what
The United States Steel Corporation
Democratic members of the Ways
vas a reasonable
fraint nf trade, and Means committee of the House announced that unfilled tonnage on
would be to put into the hunds of the have taken up the task of drafting a the books In New York, April 20th,
totaled 3,218,704 tons.
:ourts "a power Impossible to exercise bill revising the wool schedule.
mi
any consistent principle which
In a motion made before Justice
Postmaster General Hitchcock has
a on!-Glegerich in the Supreme Court It beinsure the uniformity of decision announced the designation of
ssertlal to good Judgment."
Ext.dditlonal postal savings depos- came krown that the Wells-Farg"It is to throw upon the courts," h
itories, making a total of 176 since press Company had decided to disconadded, "a burden that they have no January 3rd.
tinue their banking business In New
irecetlents to enable them to carry,
Hy spending $fi,000,C00 to 10,rt,oiin York.
ind to give them a power approaching a year,
Two negroes are dead and one morthe United States can have a
ho i.rbitrary, the abuse of which might permanent
corps of 270,000 tally wounded nnd four deputy sherreserve
n vol ve our Judicial system in disatc
,
iffs are wounded, one fatally, as the
trained soldiers, according to Maj.
chief of staff, who opposes a result of a murder committed by one
As to the doctrine of "pood trusts"
bill changing the term of enlistmen' of he negroes near Montgomery, Ala ,
ind "bail trusts" which the majority
and of a fight that followed.
three to five years.
(rom
opinion of the court, aa expressed by
James A. Patten, who has given a
reFacing
question
an
of
early
the
','hief Justice White, seems to have
fortune to aid in the fight against tu.aid down. President Taft in his mes- port on the Canadian reciprocity bill
was dealt a second blow
sage written more than a year ago, and with the free list bill already be- berculosis,
fore them, members of the Senate by the scourge in the death of his son,
laid:
Beveridge Patten,' 17 years
"The public
and especially the committee on finalice are considering Thomas
old).
Mr. Patten's brother, George W.
a
couple
propua".on
Democratic
to
the
business public ought to rid them
l'utten died last September of the
two measure!.
.elves of (he Idea that such a distincisame disease.
ón is practicable or can be
A reaffirmation of the program of
l
Relentless prosecution of John J.
Into the statute. Certainly
"hands off" in Mexico is the plan bv
t
the present
law no such the President and his advisers. The and James B. McNamara and Ortle
Jistinction exista.
President believes that all that ean McManigal, the three men under
at Los Angeles, charged with
be done Is to remove the Americans
aa far from the scene of hostilities blowing up t'.je plant of the i.os AnConsider Criminal Prosecution.
geles Times, is promised by Harrison
as possible.
Washington.
Attorney
Genera)
Gray Otis, publisher of the Times,
Secretary of War Jacob McGavick who is In Chicago.
Wlckcrxham may consider criminal
prosecutions of the officials of the Dickinson of Tennessee, the DemocratAt least a snore of policemen were
Standard Oil Company. It Is said that ic member of President Taft's cabinet, Injured and many members of a mob
haa resigned. Henry L. Stlmson, of of 2,000 striking furniture workers
In event the oil trust officials should
plead immunity under the statute of New York, recently defeated Republiand sympathlxers were hurt In a riot
limitations, the government co'ild take can candidate for governor of that at the plant of the Widdlcorab Furnithe Jiosltlcn that the combination in state, has been given the portfolio. ture Company, at Grand Rapids, Mich.
restraint of trade was a continuing Tbla announcement was made from Several ot the injured may die. Reconspiracy until the moment the the White House.
volvers, clubs and stones were used.
court orders It dissolved.
A near tragedy of the sea, filled with
The Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey and its nineteen subsidiary many thrilling narratives of human
Panama Bonds Bida Invited.
corporations have been declared by rescue and escape, occurred off the
Washington
Secretary MacVeagh the Supri me Court of the United Virginia coast when the Ward llcer
haa iuvlied popular aubscripiious io a Stutes to be a conspiracy and com- Merida, bound from Havana, Cuba, for
160.000.000 Issue of government bands
bination in restraint of trade. It also New York, with 310 souls on board,
to reimburse the treasury general fund
for expenditures on account of the was held to be monopolixlog Inter- sank In 354 fathoms of water y. miles
I'aiu.ma canal. Treasury officers ex- - state commerce In violation of the northeast of Cape Charles, after she
t
law. The dissolu- had been rammed by the fruit steamer
Sherman
the loan will be l.irj; !'. un t sub
crlbed and small bidders will be glv-?- tion of the combination was ordered Admiral Farragut. All on board were
to take place within fix months.
saved.
preference.
Pensions of $5,000 a year each for
Reports where forest fires have
Big Warehouse Burns.
airs. Frances Cleveland, widow of been burning for several days and
Reno. Nev. A loss of $30.000 was President Cleveland, and Mary i.nrd threatening towns and much valuable
fainted at Verdi. Nov.. by the burn Harrison, widow of President Karri property say the danger la over.
ing of the warehouse of th" California son, are provided for In a bill Intro- Heavy rains throughout the Canadian
Bugar and White Pine Agency plant. duced in the Senate by Senator Hout Northwest and northern
Minnesota
of New York.
have put the fires out.
Fir Destroys Goc
President Tail In an address to the
Four thousand men arc fighting forSuffolk, Va
In a fire
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, at est fires that are raging betweeu Rldg-waliarrlsburg, Pa., declared his opposl- Near
and Williamsport, Pa.
Llou to the proposed formation of a Renovó, In Clinton county, where the
rail a. i, mail clerk's union affiliated fires huve beeu burning for several
with
the American Federation of days, 5oo men have been battling
study
aays they have enough and more than 10,000 acri a have been
privileges now.
burned over.
a
postmaster
general's
report
The
More beautiful than any Masonic
Maj. Henry McFarland Dead.
made uK)n lhe operatlona of postal temple In the country, or in the World,
Concord, N. H. Maj. Henry McFarland treasurer of the Union Pacific savings banks up to April 30th shows for that matter, will be the building
ra le .,
from 1877 to IHXs. died here. that I he western Institutions are the that the Bhrlners of Modinah Temple
now will dedicate to the uses of the craft
most successful of the forty-eighHe was born In Concord In 1831.
established. Leadvllle, Colo., heads la Chicago.
the Jist with total deposita of $48,865.
Three Solons Indicted.
As a result of action takoa by the
The Supreme Court remanded the executive committee of the Weateru
Columbus, Ohio. Senator Kdgar T.
Crawford of Carroll county and Rep- Gompera case. The criminal sentence Passenger Association, at Chicago, reresentative A. Clark Ijomry of Law- le set rside and the jail sentence elim- affirming Its decision to enforce the
inated. Justice Lamar delivered the rule providing a special taj for carrence county. Republicans, and
Tiia decision affects the rying trunks more than forty Inchea In
Owen J. Ktana of Stalk declaion.
county. Democrat, turn been Indicted cases of Samuel Gompers, Frank Mor- length, it waa predicted that all railrison and John Mitchell, the three roads throughout the country will
by the grand Jury for bribe aolic.il
labor leadera.
adopt that principia.
one-hal-
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A trial package of Munyon's Paw Paw
Pills will be sent free to anyone on request. Address Professor Munyon, 53d ft
Jefferson 6ts., Philadelphia, Pa. If yon are
in need of medical advice, do not fall te
write Prof c sor Afunyon. Your communication will be treated in strict confidence,
and your case will be diagnosed as carefully as though you had a prrtonal interview.

Munyon's Paw Pnw Pills sre unlike
all other laxatives or cathartics'. Thar
coax the Mver into activity by gentle
methods. They do not scour, they de
not pipe, they do not weaken, but they
do start all the secretions of the liver
and stomach in a way that soon puts
thene organs in a healthy condition and
In my opinion
corrects constipation.
constipation is responsible for most ail26
feet ot human
are
ments. There
bowels, which is really a sewer pipe.
When this pipe becomes clogged the
causwhole system becomes poisoned,
ing biliousness, indigestion and impure
blood, which often produce rheumatism
who
and kidney ailments. No woman
suffers with constipation or any liver
ailment can expect to have a clear
complexion
or enjoy good health. If
I had my way I would prohibit the sals
of
of the cathartics that are
now being sold for the reason that they
soon destroy the lining of the stomach,
setting up serious forms of indigeation,
and io paralyze the bowels thatXhey reby rtrong
fuse to act unless forced
purgativea.
Munyon's Paw Paw Pilla are a tonie
to the stomach, liver and nerves. They
invigorate instead of weaken; they enrich the l.io.-.- l
Instead of impoverish
it; they enable the stomach to get all
the nourishment from food that is put
into it.
These pills contain no calomel, no
mi
dope; they are soothing, healing
stimulating.
Tbey school
the bowels
to act without physic.
Regular aize bottle, containing 45 pilla,
23 rents.
Munyon's Laboratory, 63d ft
Jefferson Sts., Philadelphia.
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METALLIC HEELS

AND COUNTERS
Furnish Shoe Insurance to Miners, Quarry-meFarmers and All Men Who
Do Rough Work.
SboM fitted with metallic he la hit twice u loot

n,

unprotected shoes. Yon can buy shoes ready
fitted with these heels
or jour cobbler can quickly
fit them to the shoes you're now wearing. Lighter
than leather. If your dealer isn't supplied, wnte us.
Your inquiry brings a booklet.

ft

UNITED SHOE MACHfKZKT

1011011. MASS.

CO.

Instead of Liquid

Antiseptics Peroxide
or

100,000 people

last year tided

Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic
The new toilet (rermlclde powder to be
dissolved in water aa needed.
For all toilet and hygienic uses it Is
better and more economical.
To save and beautify the
teeth, remove tartar and
prevent decay.
To disinfect the mouth, destroy disease germs, and
purify the breath.
To keep artificial teeth and
bride-eworclean, odorlesa
To remove nicotine from the teeth and
purify the breath after smoking.
To eradicate perspiration and body
odors by sponge bathing.
The best autlseptlc wash known.
Relieves and strengthens tired, weak,
in flamed eyes. Heals sore throat, wounda
and cuta, ts and 50 cts. a box. druggists
or by mall postpaid. Sample Free).

m

k

THE PAXTON TOILET CO.. Boston. Masa--

The

aAjrmy

of

Constipation
Smalls Every Dar.
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
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f ILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL ÍEICE
Genuine awetbsu Signature

SHALL

CONDITION

MICAH'S PICTURE
OF PEACE
Seaway

School

Lmm far

May 28.

111

OF

SOIL

Must Contain Absolutely Neccs-scrIngredient, Moisture.

y

IRRIGATION

AN

AID TO

WEST

Greatest Single Factor In Building Up
and Populating Barren Lands
In Many Statea.

STATE NEWS

Small Happenings Occurring Over the
State Worth Telling.

OF INTEREST TO
ALL COLORADO

PEOPLE

Irrigation, perhaps, can be given
no better tribute than the Increase
COWING KVKNT.
In population of Colorado. Nevada abd
Colo.
In Irrigated Districts Wheat, In AH Maho, recently announced by tho Juna
Grand
WON TKXT Mlcah 4:1-Probability, Will Require Less
cenaus bureau. Take Nevada, for exMOR Y VKRBE--- i,
Itlon christian
t.
Junction,
DEN TEXT "Nation Shall Not
Water, Per Pound of Dry
ample.
Ten years ngo, or In 1900, Juna
rn General Confer-irlatla1 1ft
up Nwnrd Asalnat Nation. Neither
anca W
the state census report showed a deMatter, Than Oats.
Aasoclatlon.
Khali They Learn War Anymore." atlc.
Caacade,
cline of 11 per cent In that decaf.;. Junt4:1
IN
Sunday School
II,
State
TIMIE Mlcah propheeled In tha rol roa (By R. I. P4MHAI.L.. Colorado AgriSince 1900. however, the tide has
Convent
of Ji am, Ahaa, and i!oxklah, who
June M
na National Ratal! Qro- cultural College, i
turned
the state has almost doubled cera'
rela-n- i
on, Denver.
Aaao
fltrerher) from B. 0. 7M to B. C.
Soil conditions are the prime re- In population, Here's an Illustration:
lean Huririi nl Association
.iiti'' ,
Convention,
Denver.
PLACE Ha probably lived In hla na- quisites to successful agriculture, and The old Carson sink, so much dreadJuna
National Aasoclatlon for
tiva town, Moraahoth-gath- ,
eouthweat of the proper conditions are not all the ed by the
and Prevention of Tuberculoala,
and which was study
Jeuoalem
Llenver.
same
crops.
all
A
by
of
for
strewn
kinds
soil
the
bad
bones
of
cattle that
PROPlIET8-IaaJ- ah
June American Trap Hhootera'
and Hosea.
particularly adapted to one kind of died of thirst, and also notorious for
Denver.
June National Aasoclatlon Real Bacrop may be wholly Inadequate for Its Ragtown, where fresh water
tata Kx hAnires. Denver, three days.
This Important lesson deals with others. The soil In proper condition
waste could first be ob- then Colorado riprlngn two days, July.
subject that Is of the greatest for whatever crop to be grown muat tained,the
now
a great Irrigamoment In our modern life, a prob- contain the absolutely nocessary In- tion system. lies under
State Reoelves Teller institute.
lem that li rapidly approaching solu- gredient, moisture.
Grand Junction. Members
of the
The population of Idaho also has
tion. After ages of warfare the world
The moisture of the soil which la been
In the decade Just past, State Board of Agriculture here have
seems neartng the era of peacp. In available for plant growth la known due Indoubled
received formal possession of tho Tella large measure to
the forming of The tingue Tribunal as i free moisture, or that which Is ap- and also to the settlementsIrrigation,
In the er Indian school from Superintendent
the world has taken. In our lifetime, parent This moisture or water dis- fertile panhandle at
C. H. Burton.
the north.
by far the longeat step ever taken solves the salts of
Colorado, which had gnlned 30 per
the soil and Is
toward reallEfrig the Christian Ideal taken Into the plant roots to be used cent, in the laat decade of the last
Lamar to Hear Heney.
of universal brotherhood. But, atrange In the growth of the plant. Thla mois- century,
shows a gain of 40 per cent
Umar. A Redpalh Chautauqua,
to say, .while thla haa been going on, ture Is absorbed from the soil and by 'n this decade.
Of course, some may lasting one week, will be held here, bethe world's expenditures In prepara- the capillary action follows along the liiestlon the statement
claim that ginning June 30th. Francis J. Heney
tion for war have been increased be- minute tube that extends up the stem these changes can be or
attributed to oí San Francisco and formed Uover-no- r
yond anything the past haa known or of the plant and out to
Irrigation undertakings of the
the leave
Folk of Missouri are among the
Imagined, so that the coat of a mili- where the moisture la evaporated. the
past ten yeara. but It cannot be de- lecturers.
tant peace has become the world's This process Is continuous and at the nied that they
have given a stimulus
heaviest burden. We are to discus, samo time the growth of the plant la to general
Industries of these com
Wants Road for Auto Line.
therefore, as a vital, argent theme: Increased. We see that there must be munlties
that has played a vital part
"The Terrible Evils of War. and the some ratio between the amount of in the general
Boulder. The Commercial AssociaIrrigation,
results.
Coming of the Reign of Peace."
moisture absorbed by the plant and perhaps, haa been the greatest single tion of Boulder and Lyons and the
Mlcah has been picturing the sins the Increased growth produced.
Club will meet w
Boulder Motor
factor In the building up and populatof his nation, and the terrible punishMany experiments have been made ing of the barren lands In the rapid- Joint session to decide which of the
ment that was to remo aa a result. upon different kinds of farm crops ly growing atatcs referred to above two roada between Boulder and Lyons
Now he turns In a flash to a contrastand the amount of water required to The same condition prevails also In should be Improved for a line of autoing picture, the glorious,
peaceful produce a pound of dry matter varies other sections of the country. Take mobiles to be running by June 10th.
reign of Messiah
between wide limits. These testa in- Texas, New Mexico. Arizona, CaliforThere Is no thought that this happy dicate that 200 pounds of water will nia, Utah, Wyoming, Waahington and
Bishop Henderson Speaker.
time la to conclude human existence, be necessary to produce a pound of Oregon. All these atates have adPueblo. Bishop Eugene I. Henderbut It la to be the last stage or hu- dry matter, while In other coses as vanced rapidly In the last tew years, son of the Methodist Kpiscopal church
man existence, and Is to be unending. high as 800 or 900 rounds will be especially In population and develop- of Kansas City will attend the State
Mlcah saw the beloved Mount Zlon, necessary.
ment, due In a large measure to the Sunday School convention here June
This great variation la due to the various Irrigation projects that havo ' 13th, .ili and 15th and will deliver
the eastern. Temple hill of Jerusalem.
It waa called the tower of the flock, climatic conditions, locality, kind of been Installed and are now In process addresses before the convention each
the flock being the Hebrews, and the crop, and kind of soil. In the hu- of being Installed. It is by no means day.
Temple being compared to the watch-towe- r mid regions less water Is required a small advantage to any state in Its
Into which the shepherds went than In the arid country, and this social and political aspects to have
Grand Army Meeting.
for Hhelter In a storm or for protec- fact partly explains why a greater Sturdy and progressive farmers go
Su'lda. The Grand Army of the
tion from robbers. It Is also called amouut of water must be held In In and All up a sparely settled region
the strong hold. Zlon Is not a moun- the sol in our Irrigated districts of as Is being done In the several atates Repiilllc will hold its thirty-seconDepartment of
tain but only a small hill, about 400 the west Wheat, In all probability, above enumerated.
They relieve annual reunion for the
feet above the valley: yet the prophet will require less water, per pound of these sections of the unsubstantial Colorado and Wyoming, at Salida.
saw It rising grandly and. surely un- dry matter, than oats, and alfalfa character which they would have with Colo., June 6, 7, 8. A special rate has
been made by the railroads for this
til It was lifted up far atove tho will require more than oats.
a population dependent on ranching
occasion, for fare for the round trip
If we assume that an average crop or searching
loftiest summits of the highest mounfor
Irom all points.
requires 400 pounds of water to pro- their livelihood.for precious metals
tains on earth.
duce one pound of dry matter and
He saw restored the first dominion,
It is safe to predict that In the next
Great Scenic Highway Opened.
the glory that was his nation's under In the case of alfalfa, which pro- ten, if not five, years, the phenomenal
David and Solomon; yes, even more duced four tons per acre for the sea- growth of these (Various states during
Caflon City. The Weather Bureau
son,
will require for the above aver- the
than that, since he saw many nations
last decade will be duplicated and cooperated With the executive and
51,200
cubic feet of perhaps doubled through the private subordinate committees of the Cation
flow unto It to learn of the ways of age about
Jehovah, the teachings of the true water, or a depth of a little over four- and governmental irrigation under- City Business Men a Association, in
religion. Flow Implies an impetuous, teen Inches over the entire acre, or takings.
making the celebration connected with
voluntary onrush, like the Inward 1.175 acre feet. Thla amount of water
the dedication to public use of a new
must
be
held
in
soli
the
particles
as
sweep of the
tides In the Bay
The Bloodgood Pear.
highwiy to the top of the Royal
water
free
available
for
plant
the
of Fundy. Nations then will be' "born
For home use the Bloodgood is one Gorge a distinct success In every pargrowth.
A
good
soli
must be of such of the best early pears. It Is no doubt ticular.
In a day."
Converts win come by
PentecoeU. The earth will be filled a nature as to act as a reservoir and an American variety, but its exact
with the knowledge of the Lord, aa at the same time supply the neces- origin Is unknown. One day, well on
Court May Ignore Governor.
the waters cover a he sea. It la from sary chemical constituents to the to 80 years ago, a stranger called at a
Denver. It Is generally believed at
nursery owned by a person named
this triumphant Church of Qod that plant.
Bloodgood, near Flushing, L. I., left the state house that the Supreme
universal neare will spring. It canIMPLEMENTS FOR DRY FARM some scions of what he said was a Court will refuse to pass on the connot come from any other source.
fine summer pear, and departed with- stitutionality of the State Court of
The central thought of this magnifiAppeals bill, or of any part thereof,
cent passage la the reign of Messiah, Moat Important of All la Plow Ordin- out ceremony.
ary Moldboard la, Perhaps, Best
The scions were grafted, and when until that measure has become a law.
that which all our churches exlat to
Level Head Needed.
the grafts came Into bearing some ef- Rumor haa It that the Supreme Court
establish. The most striking evidence
fort was made to find the person who may be a trifle tart in its reply to the
of that reign la the Inauguration of
Some farmers thing that farming la had the original tree, but without letter of the governor asking for an
universal peace.
altogether
a question of Implements, success, and so the variety was sent opinion on this bill.
An effective federation of the nations, such aa might fitly be called others will do good farming with a out under the name of the nurseryplow and an old wooden man. The tree Is a healthy, fair growArsenic Big Apple Aid.
"The United Statea of the World." second-hanwill take the place of war. It will hariow, some will pin their faith to er and a moderate bearer and Is rare. .iii.n
County Treasurer J. O.
some
particular
implement
ly
It
blight.
and
use
troubled with
have a world constitution, a world
who has a fine .'arm in the
Stream,
turA
level head
Fruit medium In size, 'form
legislature, a world judiciary, and a for nearly everything.
famous May valley, just north of
Is what Is most needed In this matter binate; stalk rather short and Inserted
world executive, just aa Individual
town states that the use of four tons
natlona now have theae Instruments and a confidence In practical trial without depression, fleshy at Its base. of arsenic spray would assure a yield
In
yellow
sprinkled
russet
dots,
of
with
Skin
advertisements.
work.
Instead
of government. The duel Is practicalof fifty cars of superior upples from
ly abolished In all civilized countriea, The most Important of all Implements giving It a russety appearance on one Prowers county. Stream last year demyellowish-white- ,
buttery
no
getting
plow,
Is
side.
Is
Flesh
there
and
the
onstrated at the National Irrigation
and men are forbidden to settle their
quarrejs by force of arms. That In- around thla fact The men who think and melting with a rich sugary flavor. Congress the possibilities of apple culvery
good.
middle
Quality
are
and ture In the lower Arkansas valley,
Season
ternational duel called war will soon they can ubo a disk and a packer
without the use of smudge pots.
be seen to be as foolish and wicked. still drying out a little worse than end of July.
usual this year.
We can Inaugurate the reign
of
Exercise Is Essential.
The ordinary moldboard is perhaps
peace by helping the peace societies
Big Rain Visits Cripple Creek.
It should be remembered that exerdo their noble work. By studying the the best plow we have In thla country,
Cripple Creek -- A storm of groat
Is as essential as feed. Decide how
clay
limitations,
for
and
Its
It
cise
has
but
question in Sunday achoola and pubduring value to the farmers visited Cripple
lic achoola. By an earnest advocacy land (adobe as the farmers call It), much feed your birds require
to fall back on the disk the day and feed the smaller portion In Crtek. It was accompanied b) trewe
often
have
ucU
bt
of
missions, which do more
.and
thunder claps and vivid
a necessity on the morning the larger portion at mendous
than anything else to cultivate the Dry plowing Is often
Hashes of lightning. The rulu came
In the fall night. This method Insures exerclso
If
done
and
dry
farm,
the
spirit of love for other peoples, and
tho birds to the in a steady downpour. It lo said
understanding of them. By protest- so as to allow the soil to settle during and prevents sending
Always
up
Is
with
hungry.
fill
feed plenty at that Cripple Creek Is tho center of n
moisture
roost
and
winter
the
ing against the war spirit In constorm that covers an area not less
Importance.
night.
first
of
the
an
operation
gress and against the appropriation
than 1,000 miles square. It Is the first
Quickly.
of vast sums for unnecessary warKill
Weeds
,
rainstorm of the season and is tho
Draft Horses.
ships. One battleship costs i1 0.000,-00A few drops of gasoline applied with more welcome us the spring has been
The draft horses needed In the westto build and $1,000.000 a year to
a medicine dropper .to the heart of unusually dry and ranchers havo
maintain, and is obsolete In 15 years ern states might all be produced In each dandelion plant will It la fear, d for their . rops in the surroundpaying
Is
a
business
It
section.
that
By refusing to entertain
f
by several who have tried ing valleys.
prejudices
horses bring claimed
against men of other races and na- when good. hcav7 draft easy
it kill the weeds quickly.
hanto
are
horses
$400.
Draft
tions, and In private conversations
State Expense Increasing.
doing what we can to destroy those dle, being of quiet disposition, and
Last Month for Chicks.
they can be .fed partly on the coarse
Appropriations made by
Denver.
prejudices.
In the northern latitudes May Is
roughage on the farm. The .draft
legislatures:
three
the
last
What are recent gains In the direcshould
be
when
hens
month
last
the
should
be compactly built,
Assembly (Rep.)
tion of International peace and fed- horses
General
Sixteenth
will
that
after
hatched
Chicks
set.
legged, with large chest, heart
eration? The establishment of the ahort stomach capacity. The heavy be too lato for laying next fall.
12,416,467.25.
and
Assembly
International court of arbitration at
Seventeenth C en
of 1,700 and 2,000 pounds
The Hague, which la the beginning draft horse
(Dem.) 13,494,221.91.
POULTRY NOTE8.
city markets, while
the
for
best
the
is
of the world Judiciary. The enacting
Eighteenth General Assembly (Dem.)
weight should be used
by the nations of more than eighty those of lighter
geese;
f4.4B5.369.06.
exciting
let
them
the
Avoid
treaties agreeing to submit disputes on the farm.
An increase in four yearH of 100
alone.
to The Hague court for arbitration.
Leg weakness In ducks Is usually per cent, in ig cost of conducting the
The Hog Business.
The peaceful settlement of more
state government.
The bog business may well be di- caused by dampness.
than 600 international disputea, some
For the current two years taxpayers
two claases, the raising of f There are several Inaect enemies of
Into
vided
of them most dangerous, such as that
of the state will havo to pay fully
and the raising of pure pcultry lice, mites and fleaa.
stock
market
caused by the firing of fhe Russian
more for state maintenance
Lice may be found on the bodies of
breeding stock. It is a regretfleet upon Brltlah flahlng vessels In bred
they
did for theyeara 1907 and
year.
than
of
seasons
the
fowls,
all
at
whole,
man
on
the
the
that,
tha North sea. The eatabllshlng of table fact chiefly or solely with marGeese grow better with age and are 1908.
deals
who
the Central American high court of
shows much better Judg- Juat about In their prime at twenty
natlona. The forming of the inter- ket stock do many breeders of pure months.
ment
than
Woman Gets Large Estate.
national bureau of American repúbRoup may be apparently cured, but
stock. Excepting the chicken
Greeley.
When the farm property
lica.
The placing of a beautiful bred
the breeders of no other It cannot be entirely eradicated from of Joseph McAfee, who died near
statue of Christ upon the summit of fanciers, live-stopay more attention the system.
of
class
the Andes between Chile and ArgenAt all seasons of the year it is a Brie two years ago, valued at $40,000,
fads or fancy points than
tina, In token of their agreement not to useless
good
plan to burn out all neats every was turned oxer to Mrs. Phoebe
many
breeders.
awlne
to fight each other. The forming of do
of Imperial, Neb., by the County
four or live weeka.
the Interparliamentary union, a large
are caused by a lack Court, litigation lasting fourteen years
troubles
Liver
Goslings Diy.
Keep
body made up of members of the variKeep goslings dry and moderately of sharp grit or by feeding too rich In court here ended and the deserted
ous national parliaments
and con- warm while "downy"; confine themin or stimulating food.
wife, left thirty years ago in poverty
gresses, working steadily for peace.
pens and change to
As soon as a setting ben comes off to rear a family of little children,
Trie beginning of a world executive small, movable
fresh grass daily. For 36 to 48 hours the nest should be burned out and came into her Just inheritance from
by the formation of many Internationgive nothing but tender grass.i then fresh nest material supplied.
auch
bureaua,
as
al
the husband she thought dead years
the universal
every two to three hoars
Cayenne pepper is a most powerful ago.
postal union, the International bu- feed
s
It
egg
will
Induce
That
meal,
shorts, stimulant.
corn
reau of agriculture, and the Internaup and squeexed almost dry; production there can be no doubt.
tional committee of weights and wet
To Test Flax Raising.
food and feed sparingly.
It Is a bad move to change tho
measures. The growing opposition to avoid sloppy
Greeley. Flax
raising Is to be
week give scalded cracked quarters of pullet or bens while 'ay
a
After
war on the part of financial Institua grass run.
Inf. It is very apt to check egg pro- tested in this district by George
tions and business men and on the corn and
.'
Hodgaon of Plattevllle and Profeasor
duction.
part of organised labor. When the
While It I desirable to set eggs Hochbaum of the State Normal school.
Uses for the Corncobs.
laboring men of the world declare
They are while they are as fresh aa possible. It Is believed that perfect seed can
Save all tha corncobs.
that they will no longer serve In good
for smoking meat In absence of It Is not always possible to do so. "be raised In Weld county.
armies and the bualnesa men declare hickory wood, and they are splendid particularly when sn Incubator Is bethat they will no longer pay for war. for burning to a charred condition for ing used.
Brother Get Estate.
this terrible curse will surely be at an hogs.
A thorough drenehlng of the poulThe surplus cobs should go
Cripple Creek The will of Wright
and.
Into the manure. They are good ab- try house with kerosene emulslou to Copelaad, who died in Denver two
of liquids and Improvers of which a little crude carbolic acid had weoks ago, was opened here.
The
Keep cheerful. Hunting troub ruins sorbers
soil texture, besides supplying some been added will prove very effectual
la worth (50,000
In En g laud
more nerves than trouble - uen It
fertilising elements and adding humus against the red mites If dope every
which goes to his brother.
week.
to the soil.
Specially Arranged for Tblt Papar
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His Wurtt.
The German proprietor of a Brooklyn delicatessen store has got far
enough along to pun Is English. A
writer in the New York Run reports

LITTLE COLORADO ITEMS.
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WHAT

A ball team has been organized at
the fact
Antonito.
Hanging In the window of the little
A light frost around Boulder
did
hop Is this advertisement:
some damage to fruit.
'The Best Tou Can Do Is Buy Our
Carl Rydln, a resident of Weld coun- Worst." Youth's Companion.
ty for twenty years. Is at Greeley.
Twenty-ninemployes of the State
For over fifty yeara Rheumatism and
Land Board have been asked to resign. Neuralgia sufferers have found (treat relief
in Hsmlins Wjaard OH. Don't waiV
The farmers near Greeley will aeed for Inflammation
to set in. Get a bottle
about' S5.000 acres to potatoes this today.

I WENT
THROUGH

e

year.

a)

Before takin? Lydia HPinkharn's
Vegetable Compound.

There is still plenty of honey In the
Kalbaugh, one of Gold-en'earliest pioneers, died at the age rock for the man who has the patience to keep on pegging away until
of eighty.
The Colorado Association of Letter he gets to it.
Carriers 'will hold a convention in BoulBtra. Wlaalow'a aeotklag Byrne for Oh Urea
der June 28th.
training, softens the suata, redncea InflammaFor the first time In many yearR tion, allays pala, enres wind eolle. V5c a bottle.
Montrose will celebrate the glorious
Fourth this year.
It sometimes happens that a street
The
son of Humann light reminds a matrled man that
Straub of Rocky Fork, was drowned In there are other places like home.
the High Line ditch.
on wash dav. That's when you
An addition will be built to the useSmile
Red
ros Bag Blue. Clot lies whiter
Mrs. Emma

s

Natlck. Mass.
"I cannot expresa
what I went through during the changa
or life before I triad
Lydia E. Plnkham 'a
vegetable Cora,
pound. 1 was in such
a nervous condition
I could not keep

I

till.

Mr limbs

were cola, I had
creepy sensations;
and I could not sleep
nights. I was finally
told by two phys
icians that 1 also
had a tumor. I read
one day of the wonderful cures made
by Lydia E. I'mkham's Vegetable
Compound and decided to try It,
and it has made me a well woman.
My neighbors and friends declare It
had worked a miracle for me. Lydia
K. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound la
worth Its weight in gold for women,
during thla period of life. If it will
help others you may publish my

(

Mead schol house to be ready for oc- thnn anow. All grocera.
cupancy In September.
The Riddle.
Windsor schools are the first in
The Sphinx propounded a puzzle.
northern Colorado to Install the bubbling drinking fountain.
"Why does It always rain the day
Mrs. Emmett Barton, wife of a you move?" she asked.
Herewith the ancients gavo It up
wealthy sheep man and one of the oldest residents of Frulta. is dead.
Prof. Thompson of the La Junta ECZEMA BROKE OUT ON BABY
high school and six of his assistants
went on a strike and refused to teach.
"When my baby was two months
Broadmoor
casino,
Colorado old, she had eczema and rash very
Springs' most popular summer resort, badly. I noticed that her face and
will open for the the season June body broke out very suddenly, thick,
and red as a coal of fire. I did not
22na.
to do. The doctor ordered
Ira i'asser, aged 18, son of Henry know what
soap and powders, but they
Masser, a prominent ranchman, was casillo
instantly killed at Grote, by a passen- did no good. She would scratch, aa
it Itched, and she cried, and did not
ger train.
sleep for more than a week. One
T. W. Thomas, former aherlff of day I saw In the paper the adverttae-incu- t
Garfield county, died
suddenly at
of the Cuticura Soap and Cutl- Glenwood Springs, of heart failure, cura Ointment, so I got them and
aged 69.
tried them at once. My baby's face
Tha largest payroll at the Mlnnequa wait as a cake of sores.
steel plant at Pueblo, tnls year has
"When 1 first used the Cuticura
Just been paid and amounted to nearly Soap and Cuticura Ointment, I could
see a difference. In color It. waa red$175,000.
Hotel men from over the state to der. I continued with them. My
the number of 200 will spend June baby was In a terrible condition. I
"r.d. 3rd and 4th in Colorado Springs used the Cuticura Remedlea (Soap
and Ointment) four times a day, and
and Manitou.
In two weeks she was quite well. The
Montrose will produce lis regulation Cutidura
Remedies healed her skin
bountiful fruit crop again this year, perfectly, and her skin Is now
pretty
and the fear of loss by frost is now and fine through using them. I also
practically past.
use the Cuticura Soap today, and will
A great many of the Alamosa resicontinue to, for It makes a lovely
dents are planning to
In skin. Every mother should use the
building a club house in the Conejos Cuticura Remedies.
They are good
Cafion this summer.
for all sores, and the Cuticura Soap
An old fashioned camp meeting Is to is also good for shampooing the hair,
be held In the grove at Fort Lupton for I have tried It. I tell all my
beginning May 21st. Great prepara- friends how the Cuticira Soap and
Ointment cured my baby of eczema
tions are being made.
and rash." (Signed) Mrs. Drew, 210
$26,000 has been secured to complete
the twelve miles of road near Parkdale W. 18th St., New York city, Aug. 26,
and thus open the road from Caflon 1910.
Cuticura Remedies are sold throughCity to Salida.
out the world. Send to Potter Drug
Mills In Boulder county have been
& Chem. Corp., Boston, Mass., lor
ordered closed down because they are free booklet on the skin.

letter."

u

Mrs. Nathan B. Grkatow,
N. Main Street, Natlck. Mass.

The Change of Life is the most eriti.
ral period of a woman's existence.
Women everywhere should remember
that there Is no other remedy known
to medicine that will so successfully
carry women through this trying
period as Lydia
table Compound.

Plnkham's

Vege-

If yon would like special

advice)

.

about your owe write a oonflden
tlal letter to Mrs. Plnkham, at
Lynn, Mass. Her ad vico la ire,
and always helpful.

The Only Tool That
Will Dig in

HARD PAN
SOILS

Write to Us for
17

am

rice

Booklet

0

Quick

contaminating the water In streams
and destroying fish.
Very Much Attached.
About three hundred skilled beet
Why do you always bear The Fenn Mf Co., Charlotte, Mich.
Swenson
I'aleoUKl
raisers from Globevllle have reached a ship referred to as "she"?
and al I 10
Alamosa to take up the culture of
Benson I guess it Is 'because she DEFIANCE STARCH
larca elulbea atoeee,
sugar beets In the valley.
sometimes becomes very much atJames Tynan of Golden was award- tached to a buoy.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
ed $4,200 In the condemnation suit
TETTER FOR MEN, WOMEN AMD CHILDREN THAN CASTOR OH,
brought against him by the Farmers'
Reservoir and Irrigation Company.
salts. oa rus. as n SWEETENS and CLEANSES THE SYSTEM MOttE EFFICIENTLY AND
son of
James Salzar,
PLEASANT TO TAKE.
rail
Adam Salzar, living three miles east
of Berthoud, accidentally shot and
killed his
brother at the
ranch.
IS THE IDEAL FAMILY LAXATIVE. AS
The recent high temperature apd
IT GIVES SATISFACTION TO ALL, IS
warm wind has melted the snow In the
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
hills and the Gunnison river is rising
AND PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.
rapidly. At Delta the river has been
running bank full and threatens to
11,

overflow.
William K. Burchlnell, secretary of
the Board of Control Managers at Denver, announced that bids for work on
the Colorado State Museum building
would be received until noon June
15th.
The fourth annual convocation of
tho Episcopal diocese of western Colorado was held in Grand Junction.
Delegates were present from all over
the Western Slope. Bishop Spalding
of Utah spoke.
The Johnstown Milling & Elevator
Company Is making extensive Improve
ments at their elevator and dump for
unloading grain, and have installed a
set of rolls for grinding feed for mak
Ing corn meal.
While working on the county roatl
near Fort Collins, and near a point
where one ofthe frontier highways

formerly crossed the Poudre river,
men discovered human bones, an old
iron kettle and a rusted barrel of a
rifle, mute evidences of some frontier tragedy.
Deuver bankers have received notice from the executive council of the
American Bankers' Association to the
effect that a new national system
designed to facilitate the forward-luof bank cuecks haa been adopted.
By the new method every bank in the
United States will be numbered and
the work of numbering has begun.
Through train service between Don
ver aad l.eadvllle by way of the South
Park division of the Colorado A South
ern railroad has been resumed by
means of three connecting stubs. A
train leaving Denver at 8:15 o'clock
each morning.
While attampting to ride an outlaw
horse, Fred Boulware ,of Fort Lupton,
considered one of the best horsemen
In this country, was serion'; aad
l
probably fatally injured when the
threw Itself backward, turning a
somersault, falling on the young man's
aun-ma-

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUPCO.
In the Circle,
on everij- Package of tho Genuine.
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PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
THE CIRCLE.NEAR THE TOP OP EVERY PACKAGE, OF THE
GENUINE.
ONE SIZE ONLY. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
DRUGGISTS.
PRICE
REGULAR
PER BOTTLE.,
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OF PIGS AND ELIXIR Of SENNA IS THE ONLY PERFECT FAMILY LAXATIVE,
WAV
REMEDY WHICH ACTS IN A NATURE. STRENGTHENING
UNPLEASANT
AFTEREFFECTS AND WITHOUT
AND mftrMl THE SYSTEM, WITHOUT
SYRUP

BECAUSE

IT IS THE ONE

IRRITATING,

DEBILITATING

OR GRIPING,

ANO THEREFORE

DOES

NOT INTERFERE

IN ANY

BY MILLIONS Of WELL.
IT IS RECOMMENDED
OR PLEASURE.
TO GET ÍTB
FAMILIES. WHO KNOW Of ITS VALUE FROM PERSONAL USE.
INFORMED
MANUFACTURED
BY THE
BENEFICIAL EFFECTS ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE;

WAY

WITH

BUSINESS

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
ftFor Tea You

Can't Beat Lipton' 8"

It Haa That

DaLicloua Flavor and Aroma That
Satisfies MliUoua Throughout the World.

UPTON'S TEA
Over 2 Million Packages Sold Weekly.

body.
Goorge W. Brooks of the
Printing Company of Denver
died suddenly at San Diego, Cal. Mr.
Brocka was for over thirty years a
leading cltlsen of Denver.
Smith-Brook-

Direct Informations against prominent mlniug labor union men are to be
filed before Jedge Greeley W. Whit-forin the West Side Court In Denver, charging them with conspiring to
secure perjured testimony In the Imagainst Judge
peachment charges
Whltford, according to Information
given out at the district attorney's

W.
L DOUGLAS
nivfi
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Shoes

L. Dosf las shoas cost
i to caaka than .rdloary aboca.
baoauaa biabar Erada laalbara an aaad and aalaowd with rraalw
oara Thaaa ara tba taaaout why W. L. Duuglaa iboaa ai fuar-aokaa- d
to hold their Abapa, look and At Bstaai and was. luoxar
than auy other abona you osa bay.
TV a milis kav. W. L Doualaa swsm
tba rUafl
price .tejnp4 oa tha bottom, which Uaraalu full value
and protects the wearer aain.t hih price, aad ia ferioraluMM.
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scribahle creature before it
to
pen pushers whose imagination, superinduced by a surplusage of boots, carries
CIMARRON
them intohe realms of Kanteism. However, let the phytopsia come. A country
Saturday!
where embryo hunters see whim wham
It wi'l cot! $q,oor.in
o remodel the
tracas, aide hill hodags and lalapaloosa
Albany rapitol groum'i ami Tamtnun)
"Untried a teronddaaa matter 8en woulil gladly placn the rcmirm n if ankerl will not be disturbed by any creature that
tember 3, 101U. at the poet oflU'e at
bear the name, phytnpsi. It may bother
to do an.
f'loiarroa, N. M
California, but a few drops of Tans bit
andar Iks Act of
Mareh S, 1879."
juice will eaaily put a quietus on any
Chicago ia now advocating air bath. phytopais that ever entered its borders
TUB OIMAJtRON PBINTtNO OOhf They are )tmn trouble end don't require o Taos Valley Newt.
Saturday
much time a the
PAJÍT, IKO, Publishers.
night kind.
Hie
JAB. McVET, Editor Manager.
Democratic Mnatnr ar! planning In np-sMailt of Texaa. Thin it Cf l An if
they anno? him hs might rrnigiv terrible
thought'

.

Opinion

Mexico will soon mi

THE OXFORD BARBERSHOP

Thi i )hio open eaon for
crooked lawmaker.

THOMAS O. VBBT, Prop.

With scissors sharp and razors keen,
I lather you well and shave you clean.
My shop is neat and mv water hot,
And you will always find "Old Fat" on the spot

The United States Senate continues

the

it

policy of masterly inactivity

SOLICITED

PATRONAGE

snipping

Probing legislature i becoming
great Amarican enterprise.

Courteous Attention Given Customers

YOUR

Oiaz'

The bribe of offlre is not one whit more
respectable than the bribe of cah.
Kven New Yorn has become imbued
with the spirit of making a better

NORMAN WILKINS

What wiii they do for excitement in the
(iould lamily when all members haffe beer
permanently married off'

Fire, Accident, Plate Glass

--

INSURANCE::

death-dealin-

Dispatches from Washington indicate
that the Senate is going to fie busy this
week. Too good to be true1
Champ Clark urges world-wid- e
peace,
espwially in his Democratic caucus when
the wool program is adopted.

CIMARRON FEED

& TRANSFER CO.

PHONt S6

O. COOK, Proprietor,

DEALERS

IN

HAY, GRAIN AND

COAvL
LIVERY AND FEED YARD IN CONNECTION
MAT?

RON,

::

.

Speaxing of the farmers free list most
farmers already believe that avery thin,;
thev want to sell Is on the free list.

(Question. It a fellow performed a heroic
deed in war. would he receive a hero
medal from the chief advocate of peace'

,

We carry a full hue of

J,

C.

florrison, Licensed Kmbalmer and

neral Director,

'

According to Detective Burns, the average statesman can scent a bribe like a
war horse does the battle, from afar off1

Fu-

Telephone or wire

Democrats who slipped in from sheep
rasing slates are not certain that reform
should go vi far as to attack the high tariff

CIMARRON FURNITURE CO.

on wool

Large Sanitary Rooms

Hot and Cold Water
Open C(ay and Night
Bar and Barber Shop in Building

EVERYTHING FIRSTCLASS

DAVID B. COLE
Notary Public, Real Estate, Rentals and Insurance
If yotl are. interested in Cimarron Property, ur farm
lands, call or write me.

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO

Tried to Run Away

'

Dm idea of ihe millennium is when the
Daughters of the American Revolution
elected a president general by acclamation.

Coffins, Caskets and
Funeral Supplies

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

g

con-trar- y

There are indications that Senator
will be among those present at the
next republican national convention.

NEW MEXICO

.

Initead of investigating him all the time
Judge A. D. .ill. son of Kansas, was
Senator l.orimer riñen t vr why the coun- once appealed to for an hnneet opinion ol
try can't do something original to kerp it Ihe effect o prohibition in Kansas, and
mind occupied.
he answered in these words:
The prohibition law of Kansas is fearHy this time. w
suppose the railroad fully and wonderfully made
The long
habit bas liecoma ao fixed with Mr, Hryan haired men and shorthaired women have alt
that he can't sleep at night unless he is on the pmhibitionthev want, and the remainder
a Pullman car.
of the inhabitants all the hoore they want.
It is simply a political dodge worked by all
from the governor
A Washington correspondent heart that candidates tor office
Hearel will be a presidential c.Mididate and down to road overseer, before election
then again he heart he will not.
Prnlw both ways, for and against as the locality
demands, and ignored the day after elecbly both rumors are well founded.
tion. No administration hat ever yet had
the courage, if it had the inclination, to
Lorimerism is a disgrace to the state of enforce it except by talk.
It has fatf-nei- l
Illinois and it mutt be uprooted eventhough upon the state at large an army of sneaks
the action hurts the beef trust and the feel- and prnjurers, has brought the scanctity
ings of some prominent business men.
of an oath into disrepute, and disrespect
fot other laws.
It is merely the plaything
"Uncle Joe" Cannon did a two step for of the demagogue, has been productive ol
his friends on his seventy-fiftbirthday notorious crime of the class that taps the'
just the same as he used to do political vitals of government: that has made the
state of Kansas the dumping grounds of
twosleps iu the days ol his political
the vilest
concoctions that
can be produced either in the still or
chemical works, and I sincerely doubt if
That Wells Fargo Exprese jtoper cent, it has reduced the drink habit at alK
It
dividend is doing more to aid the cause certainly hat increased private drunken- of a parcels post than anything that has nest and the army of hypocrites who howl
been brought out since the agitation
"Clod and morality', and drink in their
homes is beyond number.
It is "no pro- tection to the rising generation on Ihe
it is W their detriment. It has fast"Uncle Joe" Cannon says he has reached that period of life when he has learned ened upon us a gang of chinch lawyers
the wisdom of tatting things cooly and who canot make a living in the profession,
calmly When a man's prestige has been but now through the state bring actions
the name of good morals and decency for
taken bv storm, what else is he to do'
the graft there is in them, enjoining ex
The Albuquerque Herald says that the penses upon the counties and stirring up
phytopsis, which is a bug, bird or germ or strife in the communities.''
creature of some sort, has attacked Cali
fornia (arms and that the Kstancia papers
the Katon Kange and Taos Valley News
are warned to look out for the thing )ust
One of the boys at the Ke'orm school
why those papers are thus warned we do at Springer, Colfax county, made a record
An explanation is due from sprint from the institution in the hopes of
not know.
the Herald as to the reason that editors of gaining lilierly which he realizes now is
the above named papers should be regard-r- l an impossibility before hit ler.n expires.
as good phytopsis meat or why they For hit break he no doubt loses some credwould lie expected to first see this horrid it and will be deprived of some of ihe lil,
thing that is on its way from California. erties that have heretofore been allowed
Kstancia is a quiet little town and its ed- - him. He was sent out into town on an
itors are well behaved, t'ntler of the Kange. errand, but proceeded toward the river on
wat once a minister and the editor of the a run. He was captured before he hail
News has never teen snakes outside their proceeded far and was returned to the in
natural environment, fo none of us are stitution, where he now has less libertv
likely to witness this strange and inde- - and less trust is placed in him.

OXFORD HOTEL

I

Why deprive yourlf the
pleasure of having a beautiful
Piano in your home whan yon
can buy a Btemway, A. B.
Chase,
Everett, Kurttman,
Starck, Hobert M. Copie, and
other good makes from aa on
our easy payment plan. Come
ni and let us explain out Baay

Payment Plan.

..,

H. O. ELLI8

CIMARRON, THE APPLE COUNTRY OF THE SOUTHWEST

r

Following .is a communication from M. M. CHASE, of Cimarron

which should be convincing proof that the Cimarron country is the
apple region of the southwest. Mr. Chase is now gathering a
thirty to forty car load 1910 crop:
Cimarron, N. M., March 15, 1910.
New Mexico Bureau of Immigration,
Albuquerque.
Gentlemen
The results of fruit growing in Colfax, county out of an experience of nearly forty
years, have demonstrateoT beyond any question that this is as good a fruit country as any of the
famous fruit growing districts of Colorado or the northwest, and that it has some advantages
over any of them. The late frosts after the fruit is in blossom, are not so frequent nor of such
long duration as in Colorado, thus lessening the cost of smudging and decreasing the percent
age of failures. Those insects and parasites which make fruit growing so uncertain and ex
pensive in many localities do not exist here and so far, spraying has not been necessary.
Our fruits are of exceptionally fine flavor and have splendid keeping qualities, the ap
pies particularly are well colored, thin skinned, crisp and juicy. The crops are as certain as
in any locality where fruit of the highest quality is growit In most of tne orchards oi
there have been but few failures from any cause, and in my orchard but one failure in
thirty three years. The trees grow very rapidly under irrigation in this rich soil and come
into bearing early. The older trees have remarkably smooth, clear bark and continue to pro
duce abundant fruit of highest quality.
Altitude, climatic conditions and soil all seem perfectly adapted to fruit growing. Do
not understand me as saying that perfect crops can be grown without labor and attention! The
Trchard land should be thoroughly plowed and irrigated at proper intervals. The trees should
be prunod at the right time and in the right way. After the fruit is gathered the ground should
be given a good plowing leaving it rough. It then should be irrigated and laid-bfor the win
ter. By this means the ground willjreeie to a greater depth thus retarding the early budding
in the spring. The life of an apple tree in this locality depends largely upon the use of pruning
tools. Let the orchardlst properly prune his trees, removing each year the old branches which
have done their work and allowing new shoots to take their place and it will prolong the pro
ductive life to the tree for years.
I moved to this country in 1866, and started fruit growing in a small way on my present
ranch three miles north of Cimarron, in 1872, when I set out a small orchard of apples, pears
plums, cherries and berries. I have added to it from time to time until I now have an orchard
of 66 acres. The orchard began bearing in 1875 76, and I have had but one complete failure
of a crop from that time to this. Prior to 1907 I had no loss worth mentioning from any cause.
It has never been necessary for me to spray or use any preventive against insects. I can say
that I have never found what is known as a wormy apple in my orchard. In my judgment
there is no better paying crop to be grown in Colfax county than the fruit which I have men
tioned, provided the fruit growers will give his land and his trees careful attention. I will say
further that apples, pears, plums, cherries and the small fruits will do as well here as in any
other place in the Rocky Mountain region.
Yours very truly,
M. M. CHASE, Cimarron, N. M.
th-cou-
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l bo rax
The highlands of tala vast area covered with Umber, playa, ornee and ir and It la estimated that It will take twenty
year to cut It out wltt all the working force that eso be placed oa it-- The (anile valleys around Cimarron produce
in abundance aunar beata, alfalfa, wheat, oats, barley, rye and fruits and vegetables acclimated to the temperate tone
There Is vast are of attoeral lands ceavtatnina- coal, gold, silver, copper, land aad Iron,
Colla county ia the richest county la the United States la point of natural Maeuroaa oontaialng 1000 square miles
ef coal land. 1000 square miles of Umber toad, 1.160,000 aerea of grazing land, on not) scree of faming land with two
acra feet ef available fined water fee each acre. 100,000 aeree of mineral land containing gejd, all ver, copper, lead

aad
All

ina.
faming

lands and mineral lands aad meat ef the coal. Umber and erasing lasas are la Ihe Cimarrea Taley.

For further information about apples or any of the other many resources of the Cimar

ron country write

CIMARRON TOWNSITE COMPANY

-
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"Stop My Paper."
The highest duty of , editor it to bit-tlwith wrong. ThU. ol coerse. bring
him in conflict with wrong doer and they
re apt to show their pite in various
way. It i qnite common for the thin
skinned or wounded to rush in and shout
"Stop my paper!" Thi class i pointedly
hown in the following fashion: A certain
man hit hit toe against a pebble, and fell
head long to the ground. He was veaed.
and under influence of anger and self sufficiency he Ricked mother earth right
saucily. With imperturbable gravity, be
looked to see the earth itself dissolved and
come tonanght. But the earth remained
and only his poor foot was injured in the
encounter. This it the way of man. Ac
article in the newspaper touches him in a
weak spot and forthwith he sends to stop
his paper. With great complacency he
looks to see the crash, when he finds he
only hit his toe against a world that does
not perpetually feel the shock, and injures
no oce but himself.
No sensible editor expects to please
everybody, iuch an editor lays no claim
to infallibility, and may at times even fall
into error. But an out spoaen, independent journal, aming to support the right and
attack the wrong. istuch a power for good
in any community that well balanced
minds will look over little faults in view of
the greater benefits conferred. An editor
wdo is afraM to speak out on public questions for fear of oflendinn somebody, may
have an easy time of it; but he will never
amount to much as a leader of opinion.
Thoughtful people will generally honor independence; and for every subscriber lost
in battling for the right he will likely find
two to take the place This is according
to the law of compensation. Ossining
e

BUY A HOME
THE BEAUTIFUL

IN

MORENO VALLEY
COLFAX COUNTY, NEW, MEXICO
want to own a home in one of the
most teautiful and fertile valleys in the Rock-i- t
lamí whMe
s? Do you want to invest in
it is chcp and participate in the profits ,thut
alwavs follow the development of a new section of the country? Then just address us a
postal for information, or call and see us.
We have investigated the possibilities of
We did not place our
Moreno Valley fully.
money there blindly but we realize the great
possibilities latent. n that valley. When good
land with sufficient moisture is cut into small
tracts and farmed, it increases in value rapidly, as tl'.e farmer is the man who demonstrates
to the world what a new country will produce.
We are selling our lands in Moreno Valley in
small tracts to farmers and to people who expect to have it farmed. Now is the time to
purchase and participate in the profits, as we
expect to sell it rapidly.
fj When people began to farm in the Greeley
district of Colorado, lands were considered
C

Do you

gl

worthless, now they sell for $250 to $400 per
acre for potato land. Why? Simply because
it has been cut into small tracts and developed.
Moreno Valley has proven that it will grow as
good potatoes as the Greeley district under
proper tillage and care. If it grew $nly
as much, consider how valuable your land will
be. The price of land is guaged by what it
produces.
We are presenting to you an opportunity
to make a valuable investment for yourself, or
a good home for your family at a small outlay.
The man who hesitates and never acts will
always be a waj;e earner.
J

J

It will cost you nothing to investigate.

Irrigated Land Ready for the
Plow

:

600 Acre- s:300 Under

Alfalfa 3 cuttings, Annual yield 4 to 6 tons per acre
oats 50 bushels and better per acre this year-pl-enty
of water the year 'round, Eayado River runs
through tract which has original and permanent
water right. Ten miles south of this city joina
lands of Miami colony which have this year yield
per acre
ed off first year lands 40 to 80 bushels
oats, 33 bushels wheat and barly, 3 cuttings alfalfa
and vegetables galore. Three miles below the Abreu
ranches which have shipped 20,000 pounds plums
and has healthy apple trees in bearing heavy yields
for the past 36 years, and pears and other fruits as
good as any.

A Business Matter

The people of Salt Lak. City will have
vote on the question of whether the city
to
monthly
We will sell you the
will be wet or dry in a law days. The
payments or annual payments from one to five
following from fjoodwin s Weekly will show
years, 6 per cent on deferred payments.
how some people stand on the prohibition
question and what arguments they can put
up:
The voters of this city will, in a few days
have an election to determine whether
Salt Lake shall be wet or dry. Sometimes
people, chasing a lad, lose sight of all
else exept that fad and follow it lUe a
fetish.
We hope it will not lie so in this election
for very much depends upon it. Up on
the corner of Main and South Temple
streets the most beautiful hotel in the west
is nearing completion. Of the thousinds
who are expected to patronize tbe hotel,
nrnhablv half will be people who do not
New Mexico
use intoxicating liquors. Probably half
The directors of the Northern New Mexthe remainder will be people who occasionico Fair Association met Saturday afterThe rest will probably
ally take a drink.
noon in the Commercial Club rooms and
be people who taite several drinxs daily.
transacted a number of important items
Hut lei it be advertised that no liquors
of business relative to the promotion of
will be so'd in that hotel, and it will run
tbe big undertaking. The papers of in
in debt Irom the first day. for the great
State-wid- e
prohibition law will be the
corporation were signed and forwarded to
mass of the traveling- public will not stop
the Territorial Secretary for approval. first to be tried out by the new law grant- at a hotel where a glass of wine at dinner
Although the lease lor the proposed fair ing Colorado citizens tbe right to initiate cannot be purchased.
It wdl ba backed by
site has not yet been signed up, assurance their own measures
Thousands and thousands of them never
has been given that a suitable tract, in- - the Woman's Christian Temperance Union call for the wine, but they will not stop at
eluding the site of the present ball park, and will have the support and financial a place where tney cannot get it if thev
may be secured Irom the Santa Ke rail- backing of every organization in the state want it. When they hear that it is a
As soon which favors the total absiinence or the strictly temperance house, a sense of inroad company for fair purposes.
absolute prohibition of the liquor traffic in
incorporaof
as the preliminary matters
dignity comes over them, a feeling that
tion and oruanisation of committees, are the cities. Toe law was passed by the ex- their personal freedom is attacked, and
disposed of, the directors will proceed at tra session of the legislature and adopted thry resent it.
once with the selection of an experienced by an overwhelming voir of the last reguThe matter has been tried over and
manager and secretary to take charge ol lar session.
and the result has always been the
over
The officers of the Woman's Christian
Am effort
will be
' A first class hotel in every othr
the fair arrangements.
same
Temperance Union will hold a meeting
made at once toward securing the
cannot, as a temperance house,
respect
of farmers in planting prise winning and tbe only subject ol importance to pay expenses in New York City where
products in the way of grain, vegetables come up will be the initiating of the state- mi lions of people dwell and two millions
and fruits for exhibition during the hold wide law regulating the sal. of liquor. of people come and go daily
Mrs. Adrianna Hungerlord
state presiiih of the fair. In addition to a large
Well, what applies to a hotel applies to
Y. W, C A.,
baa issued the
display of stock, agricultural and horticul- dent of tb.
Let it be understood that Salt Lake
a
city.
call
and is the moving spirit behind the
i...
tural exhibits from this taction of the teru win i
lie a dry town anoj i.
to
is
features, plan. She is one of the most anthusiastic There is a depression on the city now in
ritory, various entertainment
such at a street fair, a racing meet and a teniperauce workars iu ih- state and does common with all the other cities of the j
not
hesitate
to
say
it
that
she baa her way
baseball tournament, will be provided to
with perhapsoneor two exceptions.
will not be a saloon upen in the en- coast
amuse the large crowds of visitors that wilt there
the vote be for prohibition anil the
Let
be present fair week. The dates for the tire state of Colorado.
busineas of the city will be further cut
Mrs. Huogelord does not know the sentifair will be some lime in the month of
And
Ml down to the point of prostration.
October, preferablv during the first week ment of the other officers ul the
organisacomes a consideration of why
of the month. Katon Kaoge.
here
right
tion of which she is the head, but she aays
is just.
in moat emphatic terms that if she has bar
Tk. kiiaiiuMS nf S CltV ÍS carried on by i
way at tb. meeting to be iield this week uo
few of its citizens. They
rnmnarativelv
one need be in doubt as to what the W. C.
organize and carry on
who
ones
T. U. will do in the matter ol initiating the are the
manufactures; they are the ones
and
trade
liquor campaign.
to whom the great army of laborers, in all
- tl they are sucoasaful
With the loitia- capacities, look for their wages, they are
tire in bringing about a
teat of
ones who make public and private
prohibition sentiment at on. and the tbe
works possible.
same lime they announce that there will
It may be asked how we know that any
be other laws which they will take up in
result would follow. We know it be-- ;
such
the same way bearing on the moral upliit
causa it has never tailed to produce just
aud which th'iy believe th. stat. needs.
tk.ii r.nli wherever tried The effect is
The search and seizure measure which
not so marked in an agricultural country.
waa introduced by Representative Ardou- business is slow going at best,
ral at the last session and defeated will because
in a mining country it means prosita-- j
But
likely be revivad by the initiative backed
also, and when added to this the busi- -'
by the W. C. T. U. if they ar. successful tion
oess ol a city U attacked, where naturally
with tbe state temperance movement.
many thousand tourists cme annually ib.
This measure enables an easy search of
result is the more marked,
all premises wbare it is suspected that
ADóv. all prohibition does not prohibit.
li.,uors are baing bald and sold illegally
It makes sneaas and liars of men, but
and anrreptitously.
It was bitterly fougbi
does not prohibit. How was it at Provo
by the saloon interests.
last summer s described by th. local
papers' U was clear tint maoy war.
drioaing wbo had p.v.r drank before.
NOTICK
Many pliy- But why stop with liquor
All tresspassing on th l.'K..CA RANCH iciana hold to tbe utile! that nor. man
Properly in Colfax County, Maw Mexico, di. from excessive eating than from cacas-- j
whather for the purpose of hunting, fishing aive drinking. Why not shut off roast
gathering wild fruit, or cutting fir. wood beef, beef steak, roast mutton, and such
or any other purpose whatsoever, without things and limit tbe diet to a little boiled
permission, is strictly prohibited, and all beef and carrots?
But the main question is how w.,u, a
such trespassers will be prosecuted to the
full extent ol ibe law.
4
voie lid prohibition Hi i ig btHÍlHMt.
i .lit J H. WEBSTER.
Jr.
tb. men of Ibis oity to whom th. masse.
look for employment and for progress?
That is tbe real point, and it is so serious
AVISO
Ipat honest men and women will think
!
j twise
IS reduce tbir
befor. Hie,
El traspasar sobre la propriedad
de
in value.
homes as
K ANCHO de la UUACA, en el "Condado
de Colfax aea ya con el fin de cazar pazcan
o recoger fruta silvestre o corlar lana oi
aV H. KASLOVRS. at. u V.
otro fip cualesqu'er. sin permiso se proll
OXMAXBOW , V. M.
Y todos aquellos
Veterinary Surgeon.
hibe estricta mente.
quienes trespasajren aeran proaecuiados a
pleno sxteoto de la ley.
NKW MKXIOO
ClJsAEKON.
GEO H. WEBSTER, Jr.
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Moreno Valley Land Co.
Cimarron, New Mexico

SPECIAL!

-

60 in Alfalfa and 70 in
Oats This Year.

4
We are selling these lands at $20 and
$25 per acre.

North

Ditch-

This 600 acre tract is now on the market for a limit-- '
Miami
ed time
land joing it on the south has been sold this year and
last for $40 to $80 per acre in small tracts. This must
go all together, and hence the very low price for irrigated land with an abundance oi water for irriga
tion.
There is good school and church one mile south of'
this tract, also the store and post office of Miami.

For any further information wanted about the country or climate, write the News, Cimarron, N. M.
Don't wait always to make up your mind to come to
a good country where you can grow all the fruit and
cereals you want and can make it rain whenever you
get ready.

Fair Initiative Law;

State Prohibition

Ladies and Gents Clothes

-

WE NOW OFFER

100 lbs. Old Homestead flour

$2.90
This is

a

high pafent hard wheat flour and is unexy
celled for making first class bread.

100 lbs. Jewel flour, $2.60

soft wh' at flour and excellent for pastry use.

100 lbs. Greely Potatoes, $2.00
FRE5H

VEGETABLES AND FRUIT IN SEASON

"

M

FINE VALLEY RANCH

FOR SALE

i

Í.

at

MBMA-TAOJ-

a,

r.u

'

state-wid-

e

'

Leading Brails Wines,
Liquors and Cigars

Specialties

imnnr beook
and
OAJN

&F&IHQB

A Une ranch on one of the most beautiful and
fertile Valleys of the Bocky Mountains, consisting
of about 2500 acres of land. Good water rights for
several hundred acres, about 2,000 acres tillable, lyi
ance fine grating land. Will cut 200 to 300 tops 0f
meadow hay per annum, worth $15 per ton.

Land notiunder irrigation will grow

of small grains,

íi kinds

potato!, garden truck, etc

Rainfall about 30 inches. Crossed by two permanent mountain stream 0f pure water. Oood
hunting and fishing.
miles from railroad station n ail vet m A i..
veyed through ranch and will likely build in near
12

future.

Would make an ideal farm and ranch home for

one desiring such, and would be a very profitable
one.

--

Whiskeys

.

pr ml

OPPOSITE DIPOT

e

A

'

j

LEGAL TENDER SALOON

ATKIN'S

j

j

CROCKER MERCANTILE CO.

Cleaned
Dyed and
Pressed at

It L also an excellent proposition to cut into
small tracts and sell out to farmers. Same kind of
lands adjoining are selling at $20 per acre without
water right.

Will sell cheap within the next 60 days.

If you are interested write S. M. Wharton, care
Cimarron News, Cimarrón, New Mexico.
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CHAPTER

I.

Destiny and the Babu.
Breaking suddenly upon the steady
drumming of tho trucks, the prolonged and husky roar of a locomotive
whistle saluted an Immediate
Roused by thla sound from hla solitary routings In the parlor car oí
which he happened temporarily to be
the sole occupant. Mr David Amber
put aside tha magaxlne over which
lie had been dreaming, and looked out
nf the window, catching a glimpse of
woodland road shining white between
somber walla of stunted pine. Lastly
he consulted hla watch
It's not for nothing." he observed
pensively, "that this railroad wears
Its reputation; we are consistently
late."
Ills gaxe, again diverted to the fly
ing countryside, noud that It had
changed character, pine yielding to
scrub-oaand second growth
the
ragged vestments of an area some
years since denuded by fire. This.
too.- nresrntlv
-lornnv ua-a"
ri!
"
to clearest

lartri

rrnft

golden

with the stubble of garnered
harvests or sentinelled with unkempt
shocks of corn.
In tbe south a shimmer of laughing
gold and blue edged the faded hori
ron
Kagorly the young man leaned forward, dark eyea lightening, lips parting aa If already he could taste the
avour of tbe aea.
'
Then, quite without warning, a deep
BtbOW of the bay awept vp almost to

J

nyme andy enough, but I don't know
you. nnd- -"
y
"But Mr. Ruttonr'
"!
party I've never 'eerd of. If
ybu'll excuse my sayln' so, no muro n
I 'ave of youraelf,
air."
"Well." began Amber; but pauaed,
hla fact hardening aa he looked the
man up and down, nodding alowly.
"Per'apa," continued Mr. Doggott,
unabaibed, "you mlatyke me for my
brother, 'Enery Doggott. 'K waa 'omo.
In England, larat I 'eard of 'Ira. We
look a deal alike, I've been told."
"You would be," admitted Amber
drily; and, shutting hla teeth upon hla
Inherent contempt for a liar, he
HM urig
away, acknowledging with a
curt nod the civil "flood arfternoon,
air," that followed him.
The man had dlaappeared by the
time Amber regained hla
and
guncaae; atandlng over which he
surveyed his aurroundlnga with aome
annoyance, discovering that he now
shared the atatlon with none but the
ticket agent. A shambling and disconsolate youth, clad in a three-daygrowth of beard, a checked Jumper
and
khaki
trouaera, thla peraon
lounged negligently In the doorway of.
the watting room and, caressing his
rusty chin with nlcotlne-dyefingers,
regarded the stranger In Nokomla
with an air of subtle yet vaguely melancholy superiority.
"If ye're lookln' for th' hotel," he
kit-ba- g

k

ii

t,

m

grado-crosslp-

i

treea, tha norae a vigorous black
bruta with white socks and musxle--runnln-g
freely,
apparently
under
constraint neither of whip nor of spur.
In the saddle a girl leaned low over
the horn a girl with eyea rapturous,
face brilliant, lips parted In tha least
of smiles
a fold of her byack habit-skirwhipping out, almost snapped In
Amber'a face, so cloaa to him she
rode; yet aha aeemed not to saa blm,
and vary likely did not- - A aplendld
sketch In black and wSlta, of youthful
spirit and Joy of motion; so sba passed on and waa gone. . . .
Hardly, however, had the forest
closed upon the picture, ere a cry.
a heavy craahlng aa of a horse thresh
Ing about In tha underbrush, and a
woman's scream of terror, sent Amber, In one movement, out Into the
road again and running at a pace
which, had he been conscious of It,
would have surprised him.
A short 60 yards separated him from
the bend In tbe way round which
the horaa and Ita rider had vanished.
He had no more than gained thla
point than lie was obliged to pull up
sharply to avoid running Into the
girl herself.
Although dismounted, she was on
her feet, and apparently uninjured.
8he stood with one hand against the
tree, on the edge of a
nnk of
small clearing wherein the axes of
the local lumbermen had but lately
been busy. Her horse had dlaappeared; the rumble of hla hoofs, diminuendo, told the way he had gone.
So much Amber comprehended In a
single glance; with a second
he
sought the cause of the accident, and
Identified It with a figure so outre and
bizarre that he momentarily and excusably questioned the testimony of
his senses.
At a little distance Horn the girl,
In tbe act of addressing her. stood a
man, obese, gross, abnormally distended with luxurious and sluggish
living, as little common to the scene

d

volunteered unexpectedly, "there ain't

none," and effected a masterly retreat
Into tha ticket booth
Amused,
the deapised outlander
picked up his luggage and followed
the railway. Its aurface mirror-like- ,
amiably.
"I'm not looking for the
profoundly blue, profoundly benutlful. hotel that ain't," he said, planting
"I think." said the traveler softly
himself In front of the grating; "but
T think It's mighty 1ne to be alive I expected to be met by aome one
"
and hero!"
from Tanglewood
He lounged back comfortably again,
"Thet's the Qualn place, daown by
milling ns he watched the wheeling th'
Interpolated the youth from
landscape, hla eyes glowing with ex; unplnmbed depths of mournful abxsctancy.
For hla cares were negli- straction.
gible his content boundless; he waa
"It Is. I wired yesterday "
experiencing,
for the first time la
"Teou.-- name'a Amber, ain't It?"
many years, a aenae of freedom akin
I "
"Yea,
ii that felt by a ichoolboy at the be- "Well. Qualn didn't get yeour mes.tnnlng of the summer vacation. The
fork of hla heart and hand for a little sage till thla mornln'. I sent a kid
ilme belonged equally to a forgotten daown with It 'baout ten o'clock."
"But why the but I wired yesterYesterday and an uncontemplated Tomorrow; he exlated only for the con- day afternoon!"
"I
knaow ye did,"
fident Today. He had put behind hlin
absented the
"It come through
tbe haunta of men, and hla yearning youth wearily.
for the open placea that lay before raound closin' time and they wa'n't
I Im
wits almost childlike In Its fer- nobody baound that way, ao I fleld It
vency; he would, Indeed, have been over."
mite aatiafled If assured that he was
"This erase for being characteristic," observed Mr. Amber obscurely,
'0 ni nothing to do save to play
In the sun.
But, In point of "la the only thing that really stands
l art, he looked forward to an employ- In the way of Nokomla becoming a
n ut much mora plessnrable; he was thriving metropolis.
Do you agree
'iff to shoot duck with his very dear with me? No matter." He amlled enitiend. Mr. Autbony Qualn of Tangle-'Ood- j gagingly; a seasoned traveler this,
lodge. Nokomla. Ixing Island
who could recognize the futility of
Again the whlatle bawled uncannily, bickering over the Irreparable. More- nod the train began to moderate Ita over, he had to remind himself mi all
peed. Objects In the foreground that fairness, the blame was, in pa."t at
Umrwlse had been mere atreaked leaat, his own; for he had thought
lilura assumed recognisable contours. lessly worded his telegram. "Will be
Vwtfc of the line a string of squat, with you tomorrow afternoon." and It
..uare, unlovely "frame" edifices, waa wholly like Qualn that ha should
aligned upon a country road, drifted have accepted the statement at Its
A brakeman popped head and
'im k
face value, regardless of the date line.
nhouldors Into the car and out again,
"I can leave my things here for a
loavlng the echo of an abrupt bark to little while, I presume?" Amber suglie Interpreted at tha passenger's gested after a pause.
Ixlsure
The ticket agent atareé stubbornly
Slowly Jolting across a rutted, dusty Into tbe Infinite, making no sign till a
road, tho cars stopped Amber, alight coin rang on tbe window-ledgewhen
tng, found himself upon a length of he started, eyed the offering with
walk platform and confronted tive mistrust, and gloomily possessed
by a dlstreBSingly ttiatterof fact woodhimself of It "1 11 look after them,"
n stricture, combining the functions he said
Be ye thlnkln' of walkln'?"
if waiting room and ticket and tele- "Yes," said Amber over his shoul- ..cea.
graph
Prom Its eaves de- l-der. He was already moving toward
Iend.- - a weather worn board bearing the door.
the Ugend: "Nokoiiila
"Knaow yeour wa ay?"
The train, pausing only long enough
"I've been here before, thank you."
to disgorge from the baggage car a
Crossing the tracks, be addressed
trunk or two and from the day coach-ehimself to tha southward stretching
a tlitu trickle of passengers, flung highway. Walking briskly at first,
he
on Into the wlIderncMK
cracked bell soon left behind the railway station
clanking somewhat dWdalnfully
with Its few parasitic cottages, a dip
Hy degrees the platform cleared, the In
the land hid them, and he had
i
'tvhlle patrons of the road and the hereafter
company
for
all
hla
station loafers for the most part hall- thoughts, the desultory road, a vast
marked natives of the region strag-glinand looming sky. and bare fields
off upon their severs! ways, hedged with Impoverished
forest.
Kome afoot, a majority In dilapidated
Amber had professed acquaintance
nnd
mirrey.i
buckboarda.
Amber with hla way; It seemed rathor to ba
vatchid them go with unassumed In- intimacy, for when he chose to
difference, their type Interested him
the main traveled road he, did so
Hut In their company he prea-allB'tle.
boldly, striking off upon a wagon
discovered one, a figure ao track which, leading across the fields,
thoioughly foreign and aloof In atti- delved presently Into tbe heart of tbe
tude, that it caught his eye, and. hav- forest.
ing osught, held It clouded with per
The hush of the forest world bore
xlty.
heavily upon his senses; the slight
Abruptly ha abandoned his belong
and stealthy rustlings In the brush,
inga and gave cbaae. overtaking the the clear dense ringing of some re
object of hla attention at the far end mote ax. an attenuated clamor of
of tbe station.
cawing from aome far crows' con"Duggott!" he cried
"I say, Dog gress, but served to accentuate ita Inttl"
fluence.
His hand, falling IV" y upon the
Tbun Into the allenca crept a aound
man's shoulder, brought him aquar-lto rouae him from his formless revabout, hla expression transiently erie. At first a mere pulsing In the
wtartled, If not a abade truculent
stillness barely to be distinguished
"Doggott. what tha deuce brings you from tbe song of the surf; but pres
here' And Mr Rutton?"
ently a pounding, ever louder and
Amber's cordiality educed no
more Insistent. He pauaed. attentive;
Tbe gray eyes, meeting ayes and while ha waited the drumming,
dark, kindly, and penetrating, flicker minuta by minuta gaining In volume,
"it and fell; so mucb emotion they be swept awtftly toward blm tha rhythHayed no mora, and that as disingenmic boofbeats of a single horaa madly
uous as you could wish
ridden. When It waa cloae upon him
"Doggntt!" Insisted Ambar, dla ha stepped back Into the tangled un, oacarted
"Surely you haven't for dergrowth, making room; for the
track waa anything but wide
gotten m- e- Mr Amber?"
Simultaneously there burnt Into
Tbe man shook bis bead "Beg par
ion, air." bo said, "you're got my view, at tha and of a brief alale of

frightening this lady's horse? What
ra you doing here, anyway T"
Almost groveling, th babu answered him In l'rdu. "Hazoor, I am your
slave

"

Without thinking A moer couched
hla
retort In the aama tongue:
"Count yourself lucky you are not,

dog!"

a

for-aak- e

li

y

Dog's Faithfulness
The story of a dog's fidelity waa
told wban the coronar for North West
bald an Inquest on
ru. Ireland (Eng
tb body of William Wharton, a
Westmoreland old age penaloner, wbo
dropped down dead after recording his
voto la tbe Parliamentary election.
Wharton, wbo lived alona at Sbap,
walked to Morland to vota, and aat
otfbora again lata at night. Nest
morning half a dosea woodman found

tbe body by tbe roadside In a gutter.
Tha old man's dog was lying over tha
body and guarding It. Tha body bad
lain theie all tha algbt In stormy
weather. Information waa given to
tha police, but when aa attempt waa
made to touch tha body 'he dog became ao ferocious that no one dared
go near It, and before tha dead man
could be removed tha o IB cera had to
send tor tbe old man's neighbor, who

H'

A Lovalf Fad.
"Have you tried amoklng ten cigarettes?" Inquired Mra. DeBtyle.
"Why, no, my dear. Are they so

pleasant?"
"No;

"

but' they are very injurious

Louisville

Courler-Joumn-

l.

Kipling's Interrogative Anawar.
Rudyard Kipling, tha well known
said at an antl suffrage
dinner In London:
"Haven't the women enough? In
addition to all their other privilege,
why should they now have the vote?
"I was talking to a suffragist the
other day.
" 'Why should a woman,' she said
disdainfully, 'take a man's name
when ahe marrlea him?'
" 'Why,' said I, 'should she- take
everything else he's got?' " Detroit
Free Press.
t,

WTROUBLfa

-

A COUNTRY SCHOOL fOH GIRLS
in New York City.
Bert features of coun-

but"

,

inevitable.
Husband
Why do you ask Mr. Hob-so- n
to every one of your dinners?
Who wants him?
"
Wife Th cook.
the only
friend of oura whom ahe likes.

r
try and city life
sports on
school park of 35 seres near the Hudson
River. Academic Course Primary C issU
Graduation.
Upper class for Advanced
Special Students. Music and Art Writs
for catalogue and terms.

GETTING

A

HIGH

The Loved and Lost Hint.
Walker The bride wa quite a popular girl, waan't abe?
Watkinson Yes, Indeed. The Evening Sacrlficer aent It sporting man to
report tho wedding. He printed a list
of rejected lovers half a column long
under the heading, "Among Those
Who Also Ran." New York Journal.

STANDARD

The Dodger.
Redd I see the greatest range of
Child's Idea of Goodness 8et Forth
vision among human races 1 said to
In Perfect Faith, Without
be possessed by the Peruvian Indians,
'
Irrevarenc.
who have distinguished Individúala
eighteen
miles distant.
All things are relative, and to the
Greene Geel I'd hate to have a
child, gazing at Ufa and It wonder
Peruvian
Indian for a tailor. Yonkera
with eyea as yet undlmmed by ao Statesman.
pblstlcatlon or sorrow, nothing ta Impossible, nothing unspeakable, nothHadn't the Material.
ing too sacred to be discussed or too
t
"I really never saw such an
difficult to be attempted. Not Irrev
man aa that Mr. De Borrowe,"
erence nor Impertinence, but Inno- said Miss Wratby. "He actually had
the somewhat formidable reputation cence prompts such speeches as that the nerve to ask me the other night
he wore as a person of learned attainrecorded of the child of a popular how I managed to get that lovely
ments. If his looks attracted, It was journalist by bis devoted
paternal tinge of auburn In my hair!"
"Really? Well, why didn't you box
not because he waa handsome, for grandmother.
ears?" asked Miss Sllmm.
that he wasn't, but because of certain
"Grandma." said the little boy, de his"Why,
I only had my Easter hat-boRigns of strength to be discerned In ilghtedly addressing her, "do you
handy, and that wasn't big
his face, as well as an engaging manknow what's going to happen? Papa enough,"
ner which he owned by right of an- aays that If we're real, real good, he'll Weekly. said Miss Wrathy. Harper's
cestry, his ascendants for several gen- take us to the clrcnst"
erations having been notable repre"That's nice," smiled tha
Circumstances Alter Cases.
sentatives of one of the First Families
adult between whom and th
"Why, Tommy," exclaimed the Sunof Virginia.
eager youngling no hint of age sepa- day school teacher, Mdon't you say
The pauae which fell upon the girl's ration mars perfect comradeship. your' prayers every night betere you
use of his name, and during which
to to bed?"
"How good do we have to be?"
"Not any more, replied Tommy;
they looked one another over, was
The embryo man, after a moment of
sufficiently prolonged to excuse the
Ilent consideration: "Oh, as good aa "I UBter when I slept In a folding bed,
though." Philadelphia Record.
reference to it which Amber chose to God, I guess I"
make.
Those Kind Predictions.
"I'm sure," he said with bis slow
Had His Troubles.
Tho wedding was over.
snille' "thnt we're satisfied we've
"Michael Dolan, an' la It yourself?"
"Guest," announced the usher,
never met before. Aren't we?"
"Yea; sure It la."
"will kindly register their predictions
"Quite," assented the girl.
"Well, ye know thot bletherln' spal- in this book."
,
"That only makes It the more mys- peen, WIddy Castlgan's second hus"What predictions?"
terious, of course."
"Aa to how long you'll give 'em to
band?"
provoklngly;
"Yes,"
tay married. "Louisville
she
said
Courier
"That I do."
"oesn't It?'
"He bet me a bob to a pint of whis- Journal.
"You know, you're hardly fair to ky I couldn't awally an egg without
"I'm rapidly be- breakln' the shejl uv it."
me," he asserted.
Real
ginning to entertain doubts of my
Senator Brown, rpropo of the mar"An' ye did It?"
senses. When I left the train at
ital misadventures of a young multi"I did."
millionaire, said at a dinner In Washstation I met a man I know as
phwats ailln' ye?"
'Then
ington;
well as I know myself pretty nearly;
doon there," laying bis hand on
"Ifa
"The trouble Is that too many of
and he denied me to my face. Then, the lower part of his waist coat "If
Idle rich young men think that
a little later, I encounter a strange, I jump about I'll break It and cut me our
among
many rights la included
mad Bengali, who apparently takes stomach wld the shell, an' If I kapa the righttheir
to do wrong.
me for somebody he has business quiet It'll hatch and
"They are. In truth, as foolish in
I'll have a
with. And finally, you call me by Shanghai rooster scratchin' me tn this respect as the maidservant who
name.
aald:
aide."
" 'I've got a place among tbe
"It Isn't so very remarkable, when
for sure this time. They're hangyou come to consider It," she returned
Foolish.
up aristocrats I live wtth now.'
rather
"Mr, David Amber
soberly.
" 'What do you mean by bang-u"I am going to ass your father
well known, even In his own country.
tonight for your hand in marriage." aristocrats?' a friend asked.
I might very well have seen your pho" 'Oh,' she replied. 'I mean place
"How dreadfully old fashioned you
tograph published In connection with
where they have three kinds of wine
aome review of let me see. . . . are."
and the ladles smoke and the men
"In what way?"
Your latest book was entitled 'The
swear.' " Detroit Free Press.
"Don't
tell
him;
him."
ask
Peoples of the Hindu Kush,' waan't
It? You see, I haven't read It."
Took HI Mother's Advice.
Consistent.
"That's sensible of you. I'm sure.
A strong and rather brutal-lookinDoctor You are considerably under young man waa brought before a
Why should you? . . . But your
e
charged with committing an untheory doesn't hold water, because I weight, air. What have you been
provoked assault on a police sergeant
won't permit my publishers to print doing?
"Please, sir. I ain't got no defense,
Patient Nothing But I'm a retired
my picture, and, besides, reviews of
but I should llko to make an excuse
snob stupid books generally appear grocer, doc. Puck.
for myself. What I did I did because
In profound monthlies which abhor my mother told me to."
8trlctly Business.
lustrations."
"Nonsense," said the magistrate,
Mrs. Knlcker Did you hold a short sharply.
"Oh!" She received this with a
"I know your mother, and I
note of disappointment. "Then my ex- - session with your husband?
am anra she would not order you to
I
Mrs.
Yes,
Docker
merely
him
had
do?"
won't
rlanntion
do such a thing."
"I'm eorry," he laughed, "but you'll pass an appropriation bill.
"But she dtd, sir," Bald the young
pracingenious
more
and
to
have
be
fellow. In a subdued tone of voice.
"Sam,"
she said to me, "Sam, you're
tical."
FEED YOUNG GIRLS
"And you wor't show me the pres- - Must Have Right Food While Growing. no good at book work, and you don't
like the idea of going Into tho army,
ent the babu made you?"
and ain't got the temperament for a
He closed his "fingers jeulously over
care
should
the
Great
be taken at
music hall artist I tell you what
the bronze box. "Not until . .
critical period when the young girl I you should do, my son. You should
"You Insist on reciprocity?"
just merging Into womanhood that the go for a policeman." London Chron"Absolutely."
diet shall contain that which Is up- icle.
"That's very unkind of you."
building and nothing harmful.
.
"How?" he demanded blankly,
A Tslepathlc 8hock.
At that age the structure Is being"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Senator Tillman of South Carolina
formed and If formed of a healthy,
sturdy character, health and happlneaa has the prize tenderfoot story of tha
His Self Defense.
will follow; on the other hand un- year.
a
"When
man's married," aald Rose healthy
In the South It Is a proverb that
celia may be built In and a
Stahl, "his excuses begin. "Did you
a negro's bead la hard enough to
supervene
slowly
sick
condition
which.
break a mule's leg If tha mule Is foolever hear how Sambo got out of It
may ripen Into a ish enough
to kick It If he does
when he was caught in the turkey If not checked,
lifelong
cause
chronic
condition
and
kick It, his leg is broken, the family
coop?"
suffering.
' 'Deed, mlstah,' he said, " 'deed,
binds a paling to It, and be Is of no
A young lady says: .
further value aa a beast of burden.
aah, I isn't
dla yah bird. I'sa
One afternoon a negro girl, about
began
"Coffee
to
an
such
effect
bare
I
in
it
Hones'
Is!'
takln'
ago
my
I 15 years old, was walking up the road
years
on
few
a
stomach
that
' "
Indigroared the
with difficulty, aa her feet were
nant owner, shaking him by the col- finally quit using it It brought on bound up In Immense rolls of cloth.
my
In
and
pains
headaches,
muscle,
lar. 'What kind of a He are you tryHer hair on the top of her head
nervousness.
ing to tell me?'
seemed to be a little mussed up.
It
In
" 'Pleaae, sah,' walled
tea
us
but
to
stead,
'I
tried
the much
"What de mattah wit you?" one of
even
worse
Ita
those
effects
than
her acqualntancea inquired.
abused Sambo, 'mah wife she say ef found
I suffered from coffee. Then tor a long
I doan' fotch home a turkey she gwlne
"Mah foots I soV." she explained.
to break ebexy bone in mah body. An' time I drank milk at my meals, but at "Pap hit me on da bald wlf hla ax,
laat It palled on me. A frienH cama to and I wus atandln' on aome ole iron."
"
so I Jes' 'bleeged ter pertect
Popular Magazine.
the rescue with tbe suggestion that I
Young'a Magazine.
try Postura.
Blank Filled Coreotly.
"I did so, only to find at first, that f HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
"When Lizzie Tlmma filled out her didn't fancy IL But I. had heard of ao
XJCAUVII.I.R, ill oil
prtca: Gold, aUvr. Uad. 11:
application blank to teach school." many persons who had been benefited Bperlnien
fiver, 75o; sold. 60c: lino or coppor.sold
cnvalui
and rull prlc
laughs tba neighbor, "ahe wrote on the by Ita use that I persevered, and when Mallín
ant co-oa
Control and umulra work
lii U.y..n
line asking a bat her age was, 'My age I liad It made rinht according to di- ncitad. Itafaranca: Carbonata National Itank
la twenty years old.'
Waan't that a rections on the package I found It
ludicrous mistake?"
grateful in flavour and soothing and
DENVER DIRECTORY
"Oh, I don't know. You misunder- strengthening to my stomach. I can
stand It. She was honest. She was find no words to express my feeling
giving the age of bar age, not of her- of what I owe to Postum!
Bfiy I I An Daalar In all klada of
OUH I. LUUS. CHANItlSK. Mammoth cáta- self.
She has claimed to be twenty
ma. ..i irn. " i lain at niiKi. uenvar
"In every respect It ha worked a
for about that long. Judge.
th headwondqgful Improvement
ache, nervousness, the pains In my
and back, all the distressing
All
It clear to aome Engitahman with a aid
symptoms yielded to tb maglo power
cold and Oahllka tye that, aa a matto
My
brain Mema siso
Defies
Postum.
ter of fact, th lynching are scatt- of
share) In th betterment of my physSun
ered over a large territory, and Tam- ical condition; it seems keener, mor
many baa nothing whatever to do with
and
alert and brighter. I am, in short, In
tb United Btatea senate, and the
health now than for a long
better
Rain
millionaire does not crawl Into tba
I am sure I owe It
before,
presence of his wffe and daughters, while ns of and
your Postum." Nam
to
the
and Morgan novar can be king, and (Ivan by Postum Company, Battle
citizens of 8L Louis are not In dan- Creek, Mich.
ger of being booked by moose. After
Til Wisttfi Elitiriti Roiling Co.
. "There's a reason "
he get through th Engitahman aays,
A mmrn
Ml KoalUbla Bids.. Daavar. Colo.
teste
t
above
ttver
read
the
Really?" and the painful Incident Is
appears fresa tin ( tlaw. Tbr
'A
It. lor Booklet W.
re sffBwlM, ras, mm tmU mt ksaaaja
rlueed. George Ada la Century.
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So She Passed and Was Gone.
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YOUR KIDNEYS.
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DON'T NEGLECT

"Nay, hazoor, but I meant no harm
I was resting, being
fatigued, In th
shelter of the wood, when the noise
of hoofs disturbed mo and I stepped craft emanshlp.
"May
out to see. When the woman waa
see. please?" The voice of
thrown I sought to aaslat ber. but she the girl at his side recalled to Amber
her existence. "May 1 see, too, please,
threatened me with her whip."
"That Is quite true," the girl cut In Mr. Amber?" she repeated.
over Amber's shoulder. "I don't think
CHAPTER II.
he Intended to harm me, but it's purely an accident that he didn't."
Tha Girl and the Token.
lnaamuch as the babu's explanation
In hts astonishment he looked round
had been made in fluent, vernacular
t'rdu. Amber's surprise at tha girl's quickly to meet thn gaze of mischievevident familiarity with that tongue ous eyea that strove vainly to aaem
was hardly to bo concealed.
"You un- simple and atneere.
Aware that he faced ai uncommonderstand Urdu?" he stammered.
"Aye," she told him In that tongue, ly pretty woman, who chose to study
him with a stralghforward Interest ha
"and apeak It, too."
waa nothing loath to Imitate, he took
"You know this man, then?"
time to see that she was very fair
"No. Do you?"
flbat creamy, silken
"Not In the least. How hould I?" of skin, with
whiteness that goes wtth hair of tbe
"You yourself speak Urdu."
"Well,
Tbe situation hardly shade commonly and unjustly termed
lent Itself to such a diacuaslon; be red. Her nose he thought a trace
had the babu first to dispose of. Am- too severely perfect In Its modeling,
but redeemed by a broad and thoughtber resumed his
"Who are you?" be demanded. "And ful brow, a strong yet absolutely femwhat la your business in this place?" inine chin, and a mouth . . . Well,
The fat ycllowtsbbrown face waa as to her mouth, the young man sedistorted by a fugltlvegrlmace of lected a roaebud to liken It to.
Having catalogued these several
"Hazoor, I am Heharl
deprecation.
Lai Chatterjl, solicitor, of the Inner features, he had a mental portrait of
her he waa not likely soon to forget.
Temple."
Fpr It's not every day that one
"Well? And your buslnesr here?"
so pretty a girl In the woods
"Hazoor, that Is for your secret
ear." The babu drew himself up, as- of Long Island'a southern shore or
suming a certain dignity. "It la not anywhere else, for that matter. He
meet that the mesBago of the Bell felt sure of this.
But he was equally certain that he
should b uttered In the hearing of
was as much a stranger to ber as
an Englishwoman, hazoor."
"What are you drivelling about?" in she to him.
his blank, wonder. Amber returned to
She, on her part, had been busy
satisfying herself that he waa a very
presentable young man. In spite of

alm-.Ifjal-

-

and, hitching his clothing round him,
made off with a celerity surprising In
one of his tremendo us bulk, striking
directly Into the heart of tha woods.
Amber waa left to knit his brows
over the object which had been forced
upon him so unexpectedly.
It proved to ba a small, cubical box,
something more than an Inch aquare,
fashioned of bronze and elaborately
decorated with minute relief work In
the best manner of ancient Indian

as a statue

of Phoebus Apollo had been.
babu of iiengal, every Inch of him,
from his dirty red and white turban to
his
and cracked patent-leathe- r
Bhoes. His body waa onveloped in
a complete suit of emerald allk, much
soiled and faded, and girt with a
aaah of many colors, crimson predominating. His hands, fat, brown,
and not ovcrclcan, altornately fluttered apologetically and rubbed one another with a suggestion of extreme
urbanity; his lips, ttflck, sensual, and
iruel, mouthed a broken atream of
while his eyes, nearly
ua small and quite aa black aa shoe
buttona eyea furtive, crafty, and
cold suddenly distended and became
fixed, aa with amazement, at the In
ataut oí Amber's appearance.
Instinctively, as soon aa he had
mastered his Initial stupefaction. Amber stepped forward and past tho girl,
placing himself between her and thia
preposterous apparition, aa If to
shield her. He held himself wary aud
alert, and was Instant to halt th
babu when he, wltb tha air of a dog
cringing to hla master's feet for punishment, would have drawn nearer
"Stop right there!" Amber told him
crisply; and got for response obedience, a low Balaam, and tbe Hindu
salutation accorded only to persona of
"Hazoor!" But before
high rank:
tha babu could aay more tha American addreaaed the girl. "What did ha
do?" he Inquired, without looking at
her. "Frighten your horaa?"
Just that." The girl's tone was
edged wltb temper. "He Jumped out
A

well-wor-

babu-Knglis-

English aa to a tongue more suited to
his urgent need of forcible expression.
And. look here, you stop calling me
'Hazoor.' I'm no more a hazoor than
you are Idiot!"
"Nay," coutended the babu reproach
fully; "Is it right that you should seek
to hoodwink me? Have I not eyes
with which to see, ears that can hear
you speak our tongue, hazoor?
I am
no child, to be played with I, the appointed Mouthpiece of the Voice!"
"I know naught of your 'Voice' or its
mouthpiece; but certainly you are no
child. You are either mad, or Insolent
or a fool to be kicked." And In exasperation Amber took a step toward
the man as if to carry Into effect hla
Implied threat.
Alarmed, the babu cringed and retreated a pace; then, suddenly, raising an arm. Indicated the girl. "Hazoor!" be cried.
quick the
"Be
woman falnta!" And aa Amber hastily
turned, with astonishing agility the
babu sprang toward hlra.
Warned by hla moving shadow as
mucb as by the giri'B cry, Amber leapt
aside and lifted a hand to strike; but
before he could deliver a blow It was
caught and a small metallic object
thrust Into It Upon thla hla fingers
closed Instinctively, and the babu
sprang back, panting and quaking.
"The Token, hasoor, tbe Token!"
he quavered.
"It la naught but that

the Token!"
"Token,

you fool!"

In coax-

Amber,

miniature lockat containing tbe

por-

traits) of Mr. Brown's two little boys.
The parents were particularly sorry
to lose the lockat because tbe elder
of the boya died only a abort time
ago and tbe miniature could not be
replaced.
London Daily Mall.

Sympathetic Burglar.
thoughtful burglar wbo broka
Into tha houae of Joseph Brown,
Btreatham Highroad, laat week, baa
earned the gratitude of Mr. and Mrs
Brown by returning through tba post
Certain Americans Abroad.
two highly prized miniatures, whose
ara American
wbo live
Thar
Intrinsic value to tba thief waa incon- abroad and speak of their native land
lu shameful w hi spars. Another kind
siderable.
H worth is an axplaluer. He becomes fretful
Tha thief took All or
of portable valuable. Including a gold and involved in tbe attempt to make
A

'

mah-aa'f!'-

cried

staring stupidly at the man. "What
In thunder !"
"Nay, hazoor; bow should I tell
from behind that 'woodpile; tha borae you now. when another aeea and
hears? At another time, hazoor. In a
ahied and threw ma."
week, or a day, or an hour, mayhap,
"You're not hurt, I trust?"
you;
but" with a I come again for your answer. Till
"No thank
nervoua laugh "I'm furloualy angry." then and forever I am your slave, ha"That's reasonable enough." Am- soor: tbe dual beneath your feet. Now
ber returned undivided attention to I go.
And with a haste that robbed tha
the Bengali. "Now than," ba demanded sternly, "what've you got to any courtesy of Its grace, tbe Bengali
tor yourself? What do you mean by Bslaamed. than wheeled aquare about
knew tbe dog. and aucceeded
ing It to quletnssa.
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Outwears Them

ELATERITE
i
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New News

'

Of

presuming that
and
aclanca
finance are so far apart, when, In
fact, they are very closely related,
since the blgher mathomatlcs ara In
Intimate relation with the philosophy
In

lieve Ha Should Profit Financially by Hla Olacovarlaa.

of finance.'
"And then he went on to say that
he had always fait that if he had not
devoted hla Ufa1 to scientific research
he undoubtedly would have taken up
a financial career.
"That statement led ma to aay to
Professor Henry, who, I could see,
vas not Ignorant of financial matters,
as moat aclentlsta are supposed to be,
that I had often wondered why he
had not taken out patenta upon apparatus which made uae of hla
scientific dScoverlea, especially In
I spoke to
the field of etrlclty.
htm especially of the electric tele
graph, saying that as he had discovered the principle upon which commercial telegraphy la baaed, I felt
sure he could have utilised that principle to his own great profit, under
the patentas Morse afterwards did.

Tbe two men of science who aro
now universally credited with having
largely laid the foundation
for th
praaent-daIndustrial uae of electricity are Michael Faraday and Joseph
Henry. It baa been aald of Henry
that be did more than any other
American aince the time of Franklin
for the development of the science of
electricity. When he waa only thirty-twyears of age he sent a current of
electricity through a mile of copper
wire and caused an audible signal to
be sounded at the end of (be wire.
While it Is true that Faraday had preceded him In the discovery of magnetic induction, yet Henry was the
first to employ magnetic attraction
and repulsion to produce motion. It
la now generally accepted that Henry
discovered the principle upon which
the Morse telegraph Instrument la
operated, while Prpfessor Morse himself Invented the apparatus by means
of which Intelligible signals could be
communicated for long distances by
electricity. From 1846 until his death
In 1878, Professor Henry was secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
One of the intimate friends of Professor Henry during the latter part of
his life was Hugh McCulloch of Indiana, who. In 1863, became the first
comptroller of the currency and two
years later succeeded Fessenden as
secretary of tho treasury, a post that
he retained until 1869.
"Soon after I went to Washington
to organize the new department of
the comptroller of the currency," said
Mr. McCulloch, "It was my good fortune to meet Professor Henry, who
was then enjoying an enviable International reputation, at a little club
whose membership was chiefly confined to scientific men, a circumstance
that led me to say to Professor Henry
that I seemed to be out of place in a
club of that kind, for, although I had
always been Interested In Science aa
a layman, yet my life's work had
been devoted to banking, except the
few years during which I had practiced law.
" 'Mr. Comptroller,'
repl'ed Professor Henry, 'you make a great mistake

In-

toxicated at New Haven, as Was
But Poisoned
Reported,
Soft Shell Crabs.

by

brigadier general of volunteers In
the Union army, a United Statea senaand eight years
tor at thirty-seven- ,
later elected governor of Missouri,
Benjamin Gratz Brown reached tbe
height of his public fame when, in
1862, he became
the tall of the
Greeley presidential ticket, nominated
by tbe Liberal Republican party.
When the presidential campaign of
that year was 1b full swing Governor
Brown was brought on from the west
by his party managers for a campaign
tour through New England. He was a
gifted speaker, and It waa thought
that hla eloquence would have a great
effect on the younger element among
the voters. One of the places at which
ho waa scheduled to speak was New
A

Haven.

Governor Brown was a gradu-

ate of Yale, class of '47, and when he
arrived In New Haven he was greatly
delighted to be again amid tbe scenes
of ttts college days, which he had visited but once since his graduation,
ana at the reception that waa given
him he expressed his pleasure at tbe
fact that be had been asked to deliver
a speach In the town of hla alma

mater.

Remarkable Story About Great Remedy

Interesting story Is told regarding the efforts of nn Eskimo to construct a telephone line. The Eskimo
cama Into possession of a piece of wire
of considerable length and never having seen wire before he asked Professor McMillan of the Peary north pole
expedition what It was and what It
was used for. He was told that the white
man strung It an poles stuck In the
ground and a voice talking to an Instrument at one end could be heard at
the other end. After some search the
next morning the Eskimo was found
to be engsgrd in telephone construction work of his own. He stuck some
sticks In the ground and hung his
wire on them. He held one end of
the wire to his mouth and talked to
It at tha top of his voice. Then he
ran aa fast as he could to the other
r-Ithir
end and held the wlreJo hla ear with
aifSwt , a. t.
the expectation of hearing his own
Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Win Do for Yea
words repeated.
Send to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Itingham-ton- ,
When he failed to hear any sodada
N. Y., for a sample bottle. It will
convince anyone. You will also receive the expression on his fnce revealed
a booklet of valuable information, tellinr his opinion of his white friend.
An

1 cannot refrain

aay
from writlni
haa bene
me
that your Bwamp-Roogreatly. Lent yenr I had a severe attack
of lomba to. Was bad for a Ions time,
and on seeing your advertisement, I de
termined to give it a trial. I did so snd
in two weeks wss cared. I gave a bottle
to a poor woman who could scare
silt
She came to me in four days t
me
he waa all right and moat tha
I
had another attack last Noven
and
wns so bad that I could not rive
rev
chair without aaaiatanee and could hardly
lace up my boots. I at once aent for
more Swamp-Roo- t
and after taking two
bcttlea, I am more than glad that I am
well again. My age being aeVenty-three- ,
I
aw. the more convinced of the excellence
of In. Kilmer a Swamp-Roo- t.
Yours verv trnty.
HENRY SEA RLE,
1410 Arch Street.
Little Rock, Ark.

But that speech was never delivIn the early evening there
ered.
spread a report from the hotel where
Oovernor Brown was stopping that he
was 111, and soon It was being hinted
that his illness was due to tbe effects
of too much cordiality. It was a rumor that was not confined to New
It spread gradually all over
Haven.
the country, and during the campaign
It waa told In certain quarters that
tho Liberal Republican candidate for
vice president bad been Indiscreet on
bis visit to New Haven so Indiscreet.
In fact, that he was able neither to deliver the speech be hud been scheduled to make there, though a crowded
hall had arembled to hear him, nor
to continue elsewhere bis New England tour.

"For a few moments after I had
Henry
finished speaking. Professor
looked at me almost reproachfully.
'Do you think that would have been
right for a man of pure actence to
do?' be at last aaked gently: 1 have
never felt that It would be right for
me to patent, or reaerve to myself In
any way, any dlacovery resulting
I
from my scientific investigations.
have alwaya felt that be who dlscov-erprinciple which contains In It
the possibilities of great benefits to
humanity and civilization, owes a
doty to hla fellow men which cannot
be met unlesa he glvea hla discovery
I dare-aaunreservedly to the world.
I could have been a man of
possibly great wealth by
now had I felt otherwise. Rut every
man Is accountable to his own con- science, and my conscience will not
let me do as you have suggested.'
"In those few words, simply and
quietly spoken." concluded Mr. McCulloch, "there wns reveni i to me
the fact that Professor Heury's moral
character ranked with bis great Intellectual gifts."
a

y

(Copyright.

by F5. J. Edwarda.
Rlghta Reserved.)
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aBout the kidneys snd bladder.

When
writing, be sure and mention this paper.
For aale at all drug atore. Price fifty- anta and one dollar.
Some parents are a long while In
finding out that money In a boy's
pocket will do him little good, unless
he also has brains In hla head.

IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME.

HEALTHY
KIDNEYS
ESSENTIAL
TO PERFECT HEALTH.

Thus the

boarder:
of the old fash-- I
to call a wedv

What b

When healthy, the kidneys remove
500 grains of Impure matter
from tho blood daily; when unhealthy,
some part of the Impure matter Is absorbed, causing various diseases and
symptoms.
To attain
perfect health, you
must keep your filters
right. You can use
no better r.e m e d y
than Doan'a Kidney
Pills.
Oi
nr. R. F. Marshall.
I
East Oakland.
Cal.,
says
practiced
"I
medicino In Marshall
County, Iowa, from 1870 to 1891 and

about

m

whlle-hnire-d

she married the
man who used to crack his
knuckles regularly twice a dav."
"I

think

ni

d

"All Run Down"

ir'

Descriliea the condition of thouannda of
men anil women who need only to purify
and enrich their blood. Tbey feel tired
all the time. Every tak. every reapnnei-bilithaa become hard ' them, becauea
they have not atrenglli to do nor power

to endure.

If you are one of thrae all ran down peoduring that time I became conversant
with the spltttidld properties of Doan's ple or are at all debilitated take
Kidney Pilla. I prescribed them In
cases of kidney trouble with excellent It purities and enri.hr the bfcmd, a Ad
builda up the whole ayxtem.
results."
Oet it today m uaual liquid form oa
Remember the name. Doan'a,
For sale by all dealers. 60 cents a chocolated tableta ca'.led Sorsatabe.
box. Foster Mllburn Co , Buffalo, N. T.
DAISY FLY KILLER effOftBt

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Ambiguous.
Obliging Shopman (to lady who has
purchased a pound of butter) Shall I
send It for you. madam?
Lady No, thank yon. It won't be
too heavy for me.
Obliging Shopman
Oh, no, madam.
I'M make
it as light as t possibly
can. Punch.

Haei1'
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it,

Many a time this summer you're going to be just about done out by tbe
Croa Rag Blue, much better, goes
heat hot, and so thirsty It Just seems f Red
irt her than liquid blue. Get from any
nothing could quench It. When such good
grocer.
moments arrive or when you just
want a delicious, palate tickling drink
Local Color.
A Strong Preference.
step Into the first place you can find
"I understand that sixteen different
"She Is literary, Isn't she?''
.
It's de- women have brought suit for breach
"Yes, Indeed;
she'd rather read where they sell
licious,
refreshing and completely of promise against Rlter. What's I. is A COUNTRY GIRL'S EXPERIENCE
than do housework any day."
or defense ?"
At
"Oh, he claims that he was simply
carbonated In bottles 5c tvery where.
Important to Mothera
CO., Atlanta, getting material for his annual output
Examine carefully every bottle of 8end to the COCA-COLCA8TOH1A, a aafe and sure remedy for Ga., for their free booklet "The Truth Of summer love stories." Puck.
Infants and children, and see that It About
"
Tells what
COCA-COLBears the
Laughter will keep the doctor off
la and why It Is so
too
YEARS
your doorstep.
cooling and wholesome.
Signature of
Wltchell.
In XTse For Over 30 Yenrs
Many a man who swears at a big BaTCIJTQ Konnnea nro mini.. In pulenta, rro- Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
If You Have Money.
rm I un I ipc! ronrldeaa ourat íiay. ixxikfrea.
aTttacerald Co.. Ho K. mixing ton, D. C
That fellow Gotrox Is a multimil- monopoly Is nourishing a little one.
lionaire. He has more money than
Not Particular.
8he I heard Freddy Fickle ha de- brains."
"Well, what docs be want with
cided to marry and settle down to a
particular girl.
brains?"
He Huh! She can't be.
Lro you feci all tired out r Do you sometimes
think vou ilist can't work Iwuv nt vnue nrnfp,.
I III SIKH S
I. A nil'. CAN
,
ualng
one
Allen'a
amaller
alie
after
sion
or
trade any longer ? Do you have a poor
BB
BSSsWaWl
To the Point.
tbe antlaeptlc powder to be shaken Into the
"te' B"d lay awal'e at nifiht unable to sleep ? Are
staoea. It makes tight or new ahoea feel eaa.v.
Over In Hoboken in a shop frequentyour nerves sil gone, and your stomach too ? Has am
Ma
package,
tmfitMrt. For Freetriiil
ed by Germans, hangs a sign framed Rttmtt Allen
a
H. Olinaled, I.eTli)
N. V.
....).!
a. I in
HM 1 VI l,'w.,i to 1, ir ría" ok,
.......
... tl,
... U 1.1 ......
yuu
,1
fw 'J it
In mournful black, reading thus:
welt put a atop to your misery. You can do it if
"We regret to inform our honored
Dr. Pierce'a Golden Medical Discovery will
Difficult to Answer.
customers that our good and i.enerous
make
i a different individual. It will act your lazy liver
Explaining the happenings of the
to work.
friend, Mr. Credit, expired today. He sixth day of the creation, Miss FranIt will act thina right in your stomach, and
your appetite will come back. It will purify your blood.
was a noble soul, always willing and ces Hartz read to her Sabbath school
If there ia any tendency in your family toward consumption.
helpful, but has been falling for some class: "And the
God formed man
It will keep that dread destroyer away. Even after contime. May he rest In peace. PAY out of the dust of the ground."
sumption haa almost fnincd a foothold in the form of a
CASH!"
limferifiil cough, bronchitia, or bleeding at the ltn,', it will bring about a
"Well," spoke up one kid, "that's
eure in 96 per cent, of all caaes. It ta a remedy prepared by Dr. R. V. Pierce,
nothln' new. Did he put him In the
Some Antique Mugs.
of Buffalo, N. Y., whoae advice it given frtt to all who wish to write him. Hia
way
sun
dry,
to
mud
we
do
our
the
The college collector of antiques
great aucoeea haa como from hia wide experience and varied practice.
pies?"
g
stopped off at Bacon Ridge,
Don't be wheedled by a
dealer into takiauj inferior aubati-tute- a
discreetly
Miss
the
Hartz
slurred
' Good day, sir," he said. nddresBing
for Dr. Pieroe'e medicinea, recommended to be " just aa good." Dr.
lesproceeded
answer
with
and
her
Pierce'a medicinea are op known composition. Their every ingredient printed
tne postmaster. "I am collecting
oa their wrappers.
Made from roots without alcohol. Contain no
fashioned articles and would like to son. Cleveland Leader.
drugs. World's Diapensary Medical Association, Buffulo, N. Y.
know ,f i coud flnd anything like that
A Strange Situation.
ln tillg hamlet. Sav antloue muera for
"Kicking the Bucket."
Age of Oysters.
"Humor Is a funuy thing," said
Instance."
When we speak facetiously of some
Blnks.
Oysters grow only during the sumUncle Jason stroked his chin whis"It ought to be," said the Philoso- one for whom we have nf reverence mer and especially during the long,
kers.
as having "kicked the bucket" we warm summers at that, and are scarce"Antique mugs! By bek. I know the pher.
"Oh, I don't mean that way," said employ a phrase that would seem to ly big enough for the mouth before
very place where thar be two of them
slang, but, as the third year. It Is easy after lookBlnks. "I mean that It Is a strango be a piece of latter-danow."
Now, I can't speak French, a matter of fact, It dates back to old ing over a bunch of shells to tell how
"You do? Here's a ood cigar. Now thing.
where can I find these antique mugs?" but I can always understand a French England, when, about the year 1725, old an oyster Is. A summer hump and
"Why, down on Main street, In HI-- I joke, and can spouk English, but I'm one Bolsover hung himself to a beam tho winter sink come across the shell
while Btandlng on the bottom of a every year, but after the seventh or
blest If I can see an English joke."
ram Spruceby's shop. Crandad Wheat-lebucket and then kicked the bucket tenth year full growth conies; then,
.
Most people are, said the
and Pap 8tmmon
are ln there
away. Although at first used only In by looking at the sinks between tbe
getting shaved, and by hek, when It
eases of suicide, It has been applied humps It Is hard to tell anything
Blnks.
said
"Are
I
what?"
comes to antique mugs,
reckon
"Blest If they can see an English In the course of years to any death, more about Miss Oyster's age. Oysters
thars' be the oldest in the country,
live to be twenty years old.
Joke," said the Philosopher. "It Is a without distinction.
stranger."
sign of an unusually keen vision."
A Question of Change.
Harper's Weekly.
Socially Launched.
To the Childish Mind.
A story is going the rounds of a
In his native town Jimmy hnd alDorothy Ullman of E. Elghty fonrtb
young
couple of
peoplo who attended street. Is a very literal young person.
ways been most popular with young
A Poetic Prosecutor.
church recently. When the collection To her mother'B definition of the
and old, but when he was sent away
John Burns, city prosecutor of St. was being taken up the young man
Eye she returned a question
tu boarding school, he was for a time
wits trying to show Judge Fine
commenced fishing In his pocket for aa to the alxe of tbe eye.
too homesick to make friends.
Ills Paul, why
some young men ought to a dime. His face expressed his em"Can God see everything?" she confirst letter was little more than a boot
he fined for tearing pickets off the barrassment as he hoarsely whiswail.
tinued.
I haven't a cent, I
Mr.
Burns
guess
Goesik.
Mrs.
fence
of
"I
Joe
pered:
"Yes, dear. He can see everything
"I'm way behind the other boys In
changed my pants." The young lady, at all times."
dolefully. said:
wrote,
everything,"
he
off
Chlcket
"I
know
tore
that who had been examining the unknown
Mike
" 'Tlsn't only studies, but it's gymnaThat afternoon Dorothy escorted her
picket, and the lady took offence."
regions of woman's dress for her mother down town. Before an opI
sium and banjos and everything.
"No lady is charged with taking a purse, turned a pink color and said: tician's display she stopped.
Than,
don't believe they'll ever have much
fence," replied Judge Flnehout, "and, "I'm In tho same fix."
big winking eye In the window: "Is
use for me."
Is no place for poetry."
besides,
this
"Mother," she asked, pointing to tbe
But the second letter, written after
Too Much Like Work.
a week In the new m hool, was quite
Ood's eye as big as this?" Cleveland
"The boss's son Is kicking."
Fine Scheme.
Leader.
different ln tone
"Why?"
Wife Please match this piece of
I'm all right," he wrote to hla
"Say's he's overworked. All he used
mother.
Made It Necessary.
"The boys say they'll teach silk for me before you come home.
At the counter where the to do was tear tbe pages off the ofllce
Husband
me all they know, fur they're proud
"Horace Greely Invented the typecan stretch my sweet little blonde works? The one calendars once a month. Now he haa writer."
to have me here.
to wind the eight-daclock, too."
"Where did you get that idea?"
mouth half an Inch wider than any with the soulful eyes and
"Well, that Isn't exactly what I
Wlft No. You're too tired to shop
other boy In school, and my feet arc
When a married woman prays for a mean, but his bund v riling was probtho longest by a full inch. So you for me when your day's work Is done,
dear. On aecond thought, I wou't hat, tbo Lord may ansyer her prayer, ably more responsible for It than an
needn't worry about me any more."
but It's her husband who pays for It. other one thing."
Youth's Companion.
bother you.
COCA-COLA-

Self

- Reliance

of Cleveland

or stand In the way of some valuable
How, After His Third Nomination, He campaign activity.
Let Tammany Hall Know That
This feeling was especially notable
among the leaders of the Tammany
He Was Capable of Caring
organization. Tammany had swung
for Himself.
sincerely and loyally Into line and was
Drover Cleveland waa living at his
s
summer home on the shores of
Bay. widely known aa Cray
Gables, In the summer of 1892. There
he received the official announcement
of bis third nomination for president.
There he entertained leading Democrats who, as a whole, represented
the entire fnlted States. His democratic simplicity and his sincerity, as
well aB a certain cordiality of manner,
were never more Impressively displayed by Mr. Cleveland than during
that summer.
He refused to receive no one. He
talked with apparent freedom. Some
of the politicians feared that he was
a little reckless In his talk, and there
prevailed a fear among some of the
Democratic leaders that, aa he lacked
experience as a practical politician.
he might easily commit some blunder
Bus-sard'-

I

Why Gov. Brown Didn't Speak
Mate Was Not

Eskimo Tasted Efficacy of Telephone
8cheme, and Realized He Had
Been Deceived.

CAUSES LUMBAGO

j

Prat. Joseph Htnry, Real Originator
Of Electric Telegraph, Did Not Be-

Running

k

MAN

t

He Put Aside Great Wealth

Greeley's

LOST FAITH IN WHITE

KIDNEY TROUBLE

That story, and the wife circulation that It ultimately gained, was not
displeasing to the Republican politicians, yet, on tbe. word of the physician who was called In to attend Governor Brown, there was not one word
of truth In It. As soon as the rumor
that Oovernor Drown was ill bad
reached a newspaper man of New Haven, he sought out this physician and
to the young man the doctor said:
The1 Liberal Republican ticket
came very near losing Its candidate
I
today.
When
for
called upon him professionally at his
hotel, I found him suffering acutely,
and I diagnosed the case as one of
poison.
Itrown's friends
Governor
told me that he had been anxious to
taste soft shell crabs, a delicacy
that was not known In his college
days, and that the d: b had so appealed to him that he had ImprudentVery likely one of
ly eaten three.
them was not as fresh sb It might
have been; at all events, he was poisoned by the delicacy, and so much so
that only after an hour or two of tbe
hardest work I succeeded In relieving
him and bringing blm out of danger.
But I would not be surprised If he felt
the effects of the acute Illness for
some time to come."
Tbe young correspondent hurried
away, and was about to send the true
story of tbe cause of Governor
Rrown's illness to the New York newspaper of which he was the local representative when seveial of tbe New
manRepublican campaign
Haven
agers urged him. as a fellow RepubIt aa
lican, to say nothing, giving
their opinion that the flrat Btory of
the cause of Governor tlrown'i Illness
had better run Its course. Their counsel prevailed, and so It never became
known that not too much cordiality,
hut what we should now call ptomaine
poisoning was the primary cause of
the abrupt termination of the New
England campaign of the Liberal Republican candidate for
(Copyright, 1811, by E. J Edwarda. All
Right Reeerved.)
t.

Pedestrian Barred.
Here waa a case where It seemed aa
If everything was settled. The insurance company's loctor had reported
that the man seemed to be all right, Emperor Summoned Pope to Perform
says the Cleveland Plain Dealer, and
Ceremony
at Paris Instead of
the man himself had certified that he
Rhelma, Eecleaiastical Home.
ocany
dangerous
In
waa not engaged
cupation. "I lead a sedentary life,"
The coropntlon of Kmperor Napo"I work in an office
he told them.
leon was In many wuys the most unand we have no danger or excite- usual In modern history. Bonaparte
ment." "How about aporta?" aaked the marveloflb admixture aw destructhe examiner. "Do you play football? tion and regeneration, of liberty and
Baseball? Do you box? Belong to an despotism, of devotion and skepticism,
athletic club?" "No none of that of grandeur and abasement did not
stuff. I guess I'm a aafe risk." "Do propose to
have bis elevation to the
you scorch?" "What do you mean?"
Imperial dignity pass as a mere civil
"Do you drive your car faster than ceremony.
determined that be
tbe speed limit?" "I have no ear." should have Ie
all the aid possible from
"What? How do you get about?" "I
Hla elevawalk." "Rlik refused. A acorcher la the religious Institutions.
Tribunate,' was
a dangerous risk, but a pedestrian haa tion, by the vote of the
no chance at all. Buy a oar, old chap. announced to the French bishops in a
letter which concluded by desiring the
Sorry good night"
Venl Creator and tbe Te Deum to be
sung ln all the cburohes. A new form
In Tradv.
"Our boat Is rather a dreadful per of prayer was also commanded to be
eon. Ha doesn't even know how to used. Regulations were laid down for
speak correctly."
the eoronatlon, and many of the public
"No; he speaks with a pronounced functionaries and detachments of tbe
business accent." Life
different military corps were ordered

earnestly

supporting

the candidacy

of Cleveland, something which the organization did not dr. In 1884. And
Tammany thought It advisable to send
one of Its leaders, who was a personal
rrlend of Mr. Cleveland's, with a message for the presidential candidate.
Mr. Cleveland received tho emissary
The day
of Tammany very cordially.
was warm. They sat upon the piazza,
so that tbey might get the breezes
from Buzzard's Bay. Mr. Cleveland
sat with his hat off. They chatted
for a while upon general politics, and

then the Tammany message-beare- r
spoke substantially as follows:
"Mr. Cleveland, Tammany Is convinced that you will carry New York
state and be elected unless something
happens which we cannot now foresee.
We are of the opinion, tnererore, mat
a practical politician should be deslg- nated to take personal charge of your
I mean by that, charge of
the canvass so far as your own rela- tlon to it personally Is concerned
something like the relation Daniel
Manning bore to your first canvass for
the presidency."
"What do you mean by a practical
politician?" Mr. Cleveland asked.
"Why, I mean a man competent to
look out for all obstacles, to prevent
any mistakes, to know what people
are going to say who come to see you,
to advise with you In respect to what
you say ln reply."
"So that Is your Idea of a practical
politician?" said Mr. Cleveland.
"Yes, a man capable of standing between you and any possible mistake.
A man who knows how to get Just the
right kind of news Into the newspapers. A man who Is very watchful,
and who kdows politics how to pull
the strings, and when not to pull
,

them."
"So a practical politician must be
a man who knows bow to pull
strings?" queried Mr. Cleveland.
"Of course,'' replied the Tammany
politician.
"Well," said Mr. Cleveland, "this Is
all very funny. Will you take a message back to your Tammany friends
Tell them how greatly I
for me?
appreciate their Interest, and that I
consider It a compliment that you
should have come to visit me. - Then
you can also say to them that Mr.
Cleveland would like to know If they
don't think that a man who has been
nominated for president three times
has something of the practical politician in him?"
Right there the conversation ceased.
Tbe Tammany politician returned to
Tammany Hal), bearing Mr. Cleveland's message, and from that moment
there was tio longer any fnubt In the
organization of Mr. Cleveland's ability
to direct from the point of view of
practical politics his campaign for the
presidency.
(Copyright, 1(11. by E. J. Edwarda. All
Rtghta lleaerved.)
Up to Date.
office boy doesn't brve his
grandma die so be can go to a baseball game."
"No?"
"He's too smart for that. Ho saya
hla little brother Is threatened with

"Our

Infantile paralysis."

Crowning of Napoleon

I.

to attend at Paris on that memorable
occasion. For tbe first time In all history a pope was obliged, at the Imperious request of the man who held the
destinies of so many nations In the
hollow of bis hand, to leave his dominions for tbe purposo of crowning a
king.
Napoleon
outdid all other
crowned heads by summoning the supreme bead of the Roman Catholic
church, Pope Plus VII.. to crown blm
at Paris Instead of at Rhelms, the ecclesiastical home of the nation.
From "Coronations Past and Present,"
In P. Harvey Mlddleton
In Columbian.
'

Pastor's Deception.
A Duffalo pastor la reported to have
attracted an overflow congregation by
announcing that be would preach
about a family scandal. There waa a
church fuB of disappointment when
tbe sermon waa begun, for the preacher talked about tbe temptation of Bve
by tbe aarpenL"

Ihlrst-quenchln-
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Can't Get Away From It
In It possible to nourish, strengthen and Rebuild the Brain by Food?
Every man who thinks uses up part of ibv
brain each duT" Why don't It all disappear
and leave an empty skull In say a month of
bralu work? Because the man rebuilds each
day. N
If he builds a little less than he destroys,
brain fag and nervous prostration result sure
If be builds back a little more each day, the
brain grows stronger and more capable. Tbat
also Is sure Where does man get the material
to rebuild his brain? Is It from air, sky or the
When you come to
Ice of the Arctic aea?
think about it, tbe rebuilding material must
be ln tbe food and drink
That also Is sure.
Are tbe brain rebuilding materials found In
good variety but not ln suitable
all food? In
proportion in all.
To Illustrate: we know bones art made largely of lime and magnesia taken from food;
therefore to make healthy bone structure we
must have food containing these things. We
would hardly feed only sugar and fat to make
healthy bone structure In a growing child.
Likewise If we would feed ln a skillful man,

ner to Insure getting what the brain requires
for strength and rebuilding, we must first know
what the brain Is compose? of and then select
some article or articles (there art more than
one) that contain these elements.
Analysis of brain by an unquestionable
authority, Ueogbegan, abows of Mineral Baits,
Phosphoric Acid and Potash combined (Phoav
2 91 per cent of tbe total,
rbateof ofall Potash)
mineral Halts.
This la over
Beaunia, another authority, shows "Phos
one-hal-

phoric Acid combined" and Potash 73 44 per
cent from a total of 101.07.
of PhosConsiderable more than one-haphate of Potash.
Analysis of Grape-Nut- s
shows:
Potassium
and Phosphorus (which Join and make Phosphate of Potash) Is considerable more than
of all the mineral salts In tbe food.
Dr. Geo. W. Carey, an authority on the
constituent elements of tbe body, says: "The
gray matter of the brain Is controlled entirely
,
by the inorganic
Potassium Phosone-hal-

Worry, anxiety, fear, hale, etc etc., directly
Interfere with or atop the flow of l'tyalin, the
digestive Juice of the mouth, nnd also Interfere with the flow of the digestive Juices of
stomach and pancreas.
Therefore, the mental atate of the Individual
haa much to do (more than suspected) with
,

digestion.

Train

Is

the principal

made of Phosphate of Potash aa
Mineral Salt, ad lea to albumen
i

cell-salt-

phate (Phosphate of Potash I. This salt unites
with albumen and by the addition of oxygen
creates nerve fluid or the gray matter of tbe
brain. Of course, there Is a trace of other
aalts and other organic matter in nerve fluid,
but Potassium Phosphate Is tbe chief factor
and has the power within Itself to attract, by
Us own law of affinity, all things needed to
manufacture the elixir of Ufe."
Further on be says: "The beginning and end
of the matter Is to supply the lacking principle,
and in molecular form, exactly as nature furnishes It In vegetables, fruits and grain. To
supply deficiencies
this Is tbe only law of
cure."
The natural conclusion Is tbat If Phosphate
of Potash Is tbe needed mineral element in
brain and you use food which does not contain
It, you have brain fag because its dally loss Is
not supplied.
On the contrary, If you eat food known to
be rich In this element, you place before tbe
for
Ufe forces tbat which nature demanda
braln-bulldln-

Mlud does not work well on a brain tbat 'la
broken down by lack of nourishment.
A peaceful and evenly poised mind Is necessary to good digestion.

Grape-Nutcontain thai element s
than one half of all It k mineral salts.
A healthy brain is important. If one would
"do things" In this world.
A man who sneers a "Mind" sneers at the
best and leait understood port of himself.
That part which some folks believe links us
to tbe Infinite.
Mind asks for a healthy brain upon whirh
to act, and Nature has defined a way to make
a healthy bralu and renew It day by day as It
U uaed up from work of the prevloua day.
Nature's way to rebuild Is by th'e use of
food which supplies the things required. Brain
rebuilding material Is certainly found In
s

Grape-Nut-

s

'There's a Reason'
Poslum Cereal Company,
Balde Creek, Mick
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Rogers Pleads Guilty

NEWS ITEMS

We Outfit
hrieh .pent

I

visiting

Sunday

Mr. Dave Cartwright and Mis Stella
1'eacti
were passengers nl the Rocky
Mountain bound for Raton on important

in

Karon.
D. It. Cod
on business

up- -

to

husinea this morning. Norharivari tonight
though

The best line of Ice Hoses. Refrigerators
at the Cimarron Furniture Co.,

The entire family as
well M the men in

everything

Wednesday

Katon

PpIo Merill, ol the Koehter I'm King Co
was in the city Tuesday on biisinasa.

--

Nev. Joel F. Hedgepeih will
a series of meetings ai the church the first
Sunday in June. He sure and attend. Rev.
Hedghpath is pastor ol the Methodist
church ai Tucnmcsrl and is one of the
best speakers in New Mexico.

J

.,,. H. Webster. Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs.
visited in Raton Saturday and Sunday.

guarantee prices to ault you

date--and

TheCimarton Furniture Company
exclusive agents for the Monobat
resses

Las Vegas, N
Mav
Rogers and Joe Wiggins, the
kidnapers of Haby Waldo Rogers, son of
Attornay and Mrs. A. T. Rogers Jr., wbo
was stolen from ihe home of his parents
in this city on March q. last, and later
returned on the payment of a ransom ol
tia.oro. were brought to Las Vegas this
afternoon at two acloca Irom Santa Fe
The accused men were to he arrainged
late this evening Imlore J jdge C. J. Rob
erts to plead to the indictments relumed
against them.
The lact that Rogara and Wiggins were
to arrive from the penitentiary this alter-noowas not generally knowu. having
been kept a secret by the officers in order
to prevent a possible demonstration ai
the station. Immediately aflet the train
pulled in, Rogers and Wiggins, handcuffed together, and closely guarded by
Sheriff Secundin l omero, who went to
Sania Fe laat night to get them. Captain
of the Mounted Police Fred Fornofl and
Mounted Policeman A A. Sena, hurred-lmade their way to a waiting automobile
which conveyed the officers and their
prisoners to the county jail.
At the train
to meet Rogers were his brothers.
Will
Rogers cried on the wav to jail, displaying the first visible emotion since the commission of the crime.
Asked by one of
the party how he would plead, he is said
to have stated he had nol decided whnher
to plead guilty or make a fight.
On arrival at the county jail, Attorney
W. (i. Haydon, who it is understood has
been employed tn represent Rogerr by the
boy's father, A. T, Rogers, Sr., visited the
jail and is reported to have had a lengthy
conference with both Rogara and Wiggins
The nature oí the conference could not lie
learned.
The news that Rogers and Wiggins had
arrived in the city spread rapidly and
quite a number of curious persons went 10
the court house where they waited in antic
ipati.m of their arraignment.
Las Vegas. N. M. May i8 Np attempt will he made by William Rogers to
avoid atoning for the dastardlv kidnaping
of his little nephew. Waldo Rogers.
A
crime he confessed tn upon his arrest bv
Captain Fred Fornofl of the New Mexico
Mounted Police and a coterie ol deteci-iveon the evening ol April it, last.
Rogers waa arraigned m the district court
at 3:50 o'clock Ihj afternoon and pleaded guilty 10 an indiatment charging him
and Joseph Wiggins bis icompaninn in
crime, with entering the home of Attorney A. T Rogers Jr.. on the night of
March 29. last, with intent to commit a
lelony. Wiggins pleaded not guilty.

Dry Goods. Notions and Kverything to Wear

Del-oo-

Standard
American
Harness

P. Terhune, inapactor

for the Rocky

Mai-

,

m,mn

W. Í1. Hrown. manager of the Raton
Reporter, was in Cimarron the first of the
tirst of the ween in the interests of nil
paper. This is his first trip to the "Key
J. K. Hunt. J. Van Houten and Mr. City' and he was loud in his praises ol the
F'alxenberg raitie in Tuesday in i special progressiveness ot the different business
car looking over the Rocky
Mountain enterprise!.
He has recently increased
road.
the fiat of his paper from lour to eighl
pages and now has one of the test weekHilly Hruggerman is in the city today
lies in New Mexico.
from near f'onel Hark,
He says the
range is in line condition in his pari of
G. W. Morse returned Irom Kva. Texas
the country.
county, Oklahoma, where he has been
Ralph Hrown foreman or the Kocky four months making proof on his claim.
Mountain bridge gang, has a crew ol men Mr. Morse has been ralher unfortunate
h.re this week pulling in a water meter in the last six months, having lost his son
who was killed at Ring last fall, his wife
for the railroad.
lost her mind from brooding over the
and Mrs. Reach and daughter. timely death of her son and is now under
Mm ill of Ft. Madison. Iowa, will arrive care of physicians ai Fort Supply, ol. latins evening to spend some time visiting homa. Mr Morse, will resume his old
Mr Peach s father and mother.
position at the D. H. Wood mill lor a

Joseph (.umm, of Raton, roadmaster,
is in Ihe city today on business for the
Rocky Mountain railroad.

J. P. CLENDBN1NG,

I
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outside rooms. Hot and cold
baths. Sanitary throughout.
Regular meals and short orders.
Barber shop in building.

All

BAR CONNECTION

N

Half Block South of the Depot
CIMARRON, NEW MKXICO

a

-

a

i

Jersey Icé Cream

Freezer
Is easiest to operate, easiest
to clean and requires less
salt and ice than any other
freezer. There are no
cracks or corners of any
kind in the can proper.
This can is extra heavy
and heavily tinned.
don't pay the ice man for
lea every time you uae the
Jeraey. Juat so much lea and
aalt ta required to freeae a gallon
( cream.
Mora than thia ia
waate. The Jeraey provides jost
enough raotn tor the t and aalt,
no more. You will save eeveral
centa on ica and aalt every time
you use the Jeraey.

You

eatra

CIMARRON HDW. CO.
THE

boros

DIAMOND EDGE" STORE

la eaza, iara, recoger fruta ailvaatia
orlar madera sera o para ' ualeaiiuit
Al) traspasan. j ia tae W. 8. 1'aature otro An sia (termino; e prokiha eetri. t
in t'olfai ..uní, whether (or the pur
ínsula v -- qurllos que aai traspaaaraa s
pose of hunting, Asking, pulliag wild ran pre. iiisdos al II
da la lay.
fruit, or tatting Ira wood, or far say
rimado'
WILLIAM I K t.
vhateoever, without leave, is
I'or la Cosipaola de Korea da) W
pulpos
iri.'ljr proba nad. and all traapaaaara
will i. pn.e. uted to the full exteat of
I OKKKNT.
tka law.
Antler, hotel. ileal b.tt and beat le
iron to Cimarron.
Add rasa Mr. 7.
WILLIAM PBKNCH.
K.gnrd,
faille Oa. Curtís
for W. 1. I .ami

denuine tioodwin t tuna.
tin. 00 Cimarron Furniture

100

piece sets

Co.

Dwight (iiddings. ol the Taos News
was in Ihe city lor the first lime Thursthe "Sweet
He addressed
day night
titrl" graduates of the Raton schools at the
commencement exercises Friday night.
J.

'

Contractors are nguring this week on the
story
ol budding an additional
cost
lo the Antlers hotel. The proprietor Mr.
Curtis, is figuring on a great increase in
trade in the near future and wants to be
ready lor it.
Morino China, 100 piece sets.
Cimarron Furniture Co.

i

A baseball team composed of Cheenne
Indians played two games of ball Tuesday and Wednesday with the Raton nine
It does
and got away with both of them
beat all how those Oklahoma Indians are
putting thr hook 10 New Mexico.

H. A. I.ittrell hra returned to CimarHe has sold his
ron to make his home.
claim near Wagon Mound and will in-- 1
veal iu real estate and go into business
He says Omar- here in the near 'mure.
roa looks better lo hire than any town lie
has

(iranita
as 11,

7

so

ling. 7'i

xy

tvyiaxg

i

SO

Cimarron F'urniture Co.

Frank Hunrell was in the city F'ridav In
meet bis daughters who returned frota
Raton where ihey.have been attending
'
Mr. Humen
school lor Ihe past lerm.
Vm now booking orders for eggs I rom
AVISO.
(.'anon
a
Daan
and
a
sawmill
has
has
in
Fishel Strain While Rocks
Hlue RibId true pasar das t ra del paetea aal W. bon winners of S C. Hrown and
larga I orce ol men ai work, aad ia getting
Lagboraa.
8 ea el Caala4o da Colfas coa la aiirt j
ut a Kir. oaal ol lumbar.
W. H. Hickman.
i

MELTON
I

v

FAMILY

TRADE

ALPER'S
EXPRESS
All Kinds of Freight
and Express delivered.
Quick service,
prices reasonable.

HEADQUARTERS
AT

OXFORD
HOTEL

BY WEEK

-

-

$7.00

-

Meal Tickets $5.50
We Have Just Received a Car of

Fort Smith Wagons
Which we have had made

es-

pecially with a view to the requirements of this country.
Where experience has shown
other wagons to be weak we
have had these strengthend,
and that without increasing the

I

draft.

There

better wagon
made than the Fort Smith, and
we guarantee them absolutely
in every respect.
is no

LAIL & WILKINS
Cimarron, N. M.

Work will commence July first, ana will
probably lie completed by September.
Under the direction of engineers ol this district, preliminary surveys have been completed over all parts of the proposed line
A substantial form of
construction, employing standard sizes of poleand wire will

NEW
SOLICITUD

BOARD and ROOM

lenl-tory-

(rand

EVERYTHING

MRS. Z. A. CURTIS. PROP.

Extensive telephone lines are lo be constructed lor the loresl service. A large
part of the ennsructinn will fall in New
Mexico.
Ol the total expendituae of 131,- 116a set aside by Ihe ihe forester lor huild-iti- t
lines, Mew Mexico will use tqooo. Of
about 900 miles to lie constructed, iyg
.
miles at linr wilt be strung in this

HOTEL

of Ihe

ANTLERS HOTEL

to be Constructed

MRS. LBAOH. Proprtetreaa.
Funnel

CIMARRON LUMBER COMPANY

Forest Phone Lines

'

1

We have a domplete line of 5CRKKN
DOORS. Phone us you order and
we will do the rest. We also sell
Paints, Muresco, and anything you
need in building or repairing your
home.

P'

j

al,

M--

The Flies Will Get You if
You Don't Watch Out

and plowed under and that have taken
root again, are much harder to
ill out,
as many have by repeatedly grubbing out
the same stool that has taken root the second time. Such crowns seem to put out
shoots from eachpiece of root that is left in
the ground, if the soil is in favorable condition
Those who desire lo establish alfalfa in
their poultry yards can succeed in this
way by plowing or spading under alfalfa
crowns that have been freshly plowed out
from some field near by.
Early in the
spring is the best time, while the crowns
are still dormant. The crowns should lie
ctve'eri
to six inches deep, and the
wet down and k"P
mo,!" and
hina
fnlriPlis if lit
" ha rrnuink
r- - nil Hit "
ome eatabltshed. which will be much
sonuertlian alfalfa from seed nnd will stand
mucn narder

...

.

SOUTH OF DEPOT
Cimarron, N. Mex.

Alialfa is one ol the best plants to furnish green food lor chickens, but ordinarily it soon kills nut if over pastured.
Alialfa crowns that have been cut off

while.

1

The Cimarron Drug A Stationery Co..
Fred Strong, agent for the Rocky
soon have the remodeling work on
tain at Ute Park, stopped oil here Friday will
.
.
.
.a
a.
night of last week on his way to Jackson-- ! ,ne,r Dunning nnisnea. I ney nave pul in
.
... ....
.....
.
...
.
kaiilt
.
rw..ioo.
io. tat.Mki.riu.haM
.
vine, i inriiij tor
.leunen visit vim
addition to the building, fixed a new orer.i..,. uu
scription department, will put in about
íleo. H Webster, jr., received six hun- - i5oo worth ol new fixtures.
They are
dred head ol Hereford cattle I uesday Irom
putting on a new coat of plastering
Des Moines, N,
which he will add which is beine done bv. C. C Murrav ol
r
to his already large herd am! get them
When the work is completed it
Raton.
shape for the fall market.
will lie an entirely different looking building, and there will be plenty of room for
City Marshall Jenkins, of Springer, waa
the posiolfice department.
in the city Tuesday on business. He spoke
very highly ol our new water system, paying we were ahead of any town in norih- ('leaning up the Ohio legislature ia jual
f;ern New Mexico in that respect.
a pari of the new start that is being made
in politics all over the country.
Mr. Mckensie returned yesterday from
Wagon Mound where be has been for
about a month preparing the new lumber
yard for the branch ol the Cimarron Lum- NEW
I: tier Company to be established there

Old Oscar Pepper
Guckenheimer Rye

Alafalfa for Poultry.

Capt. Hrummnlein of Clovis ar-rived in the city Thursday to spend!
J. M. Menapace and and H. A. lunke
several days visiting her mother and went to Haldy Thursday to purchase a
For some
Jersey cow for Mr. Funke.
father, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Peach.
reason they tailed they failed to find the
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Kilpatric left this
It
cow man and then they went fishing.
morning for Kansas City where Mr. Ki- is said thai F'unke got kicked in the face
lpatric will attend a meeting of the Hankby a catfish and that Menepace found a
ers' Association to be held Tuesday.
species of the rhytopsia. the varmint that
from (iiddings of the Taos News, has been on
Greenwood returned
Walter
Wagon Mound Friday where he has lieen the lookout for. Joe says thai it is a cross
for some time getting the branch of the between a beast, bird and reptile and
that he is not going out with l unke again
Cimarron Lumber Co., in operation.
after a Jersey cow.
The Malkin Shoe A Clothing Co., will
The famous Simmons Iron Springs with
begin putting in a plate glass front in
Iron Slats attached: best springs made, at
their vacant building this week, preparathe Cimarron Furniture Co..
tory to putting" in a stock of piece oods.
Mrs.

PROP.

a,

'

THE GRAND HOTEL

A DAVIS.

Liquors and Cigars
Fine Wines

y

g

n

Livran Hardware Company

PROCTER

o

-

are Mountain Fire I 'nderwritera Association
of Albuquerque, is in the city today inspecting the buildings insured in the as-- "
aociatlou.
He says we ought lo be proud
Mrs. ('.. A. Horen left Wednesday mornof our fir protection now, as it is one of
ing lor Dickens, Texas, tn spend the sumthe best in the Territory.
mer visiting relatiaje.
jo doten water glasses alije each, ot óoc
The Cimarron F'urnitureCompany have
Two doten limit lo any one
a dozen.
on display now a lino line of Rugs, Carperson. Five different patterns to pick
pets, etc Call and aee thrm.
These
from.
Sale lasts one week only.
This
no per doren glasaae.
(i. B. Crow was in from Red River thr aie regular
first of the weel.
He says the mining is the biggest bargain ever offered in Cimbusiness is looking up in his part of the arron. Cimarron F"urniture Co.
country.
It ia rumored in railroad circles that
w Spragne. the handsome staiion
Marshall
left Ibis morning lor
hoehler where his wile is visiting her Ren of ,h RUv Mountain, will lake a
Judging from lha
vacation next month.
mother.
way he blushes when speaking of it, it ia
Harry Shafer of Miami, in the city to-- ) thought thai he anticipates an extraordi- day.
He rrirrts everything
flourishing nary amonnt of pleasrure on the trip.
in the valley.
The Rayado F'ishing Club will formal
Chas. Scott returned yesterday I rom
in nnr-Iheir fluli house lor Ihe season
Soehler where he has been working in
mmb.r of lne
Ihe packing house
of tho club have gone out there today and
nge) Bab dinner.
They
Mrs. M Charette. Mrs. Mary Until f Pet "
and Kd Melton each received a nice tomb- - have an abundanoe ol "bait' and should
stone this ween to be placed over Ihe graves catch a quite a number of fish, barring
'rejourns
of departed relatives.

MATKIN'S

THE PALACE BAR

be used.

X

I
j

Z

j

Fine Stationery
and Candies

The inial mileage of telephone lines
now in operalinn in the third district will
be increased 10 Ijgfi miles
New Mcticn
mileage will be increased to 472 mi ea.
The total length ol lines in the Alamo lor
est, with haadquarlers at Anloniln. 7.
miles; in the Cila lores!, with baadquar- lers ai Silver City, 260 miles; in the Jem- ex ne
headajiarters ai Santa F'e, So
miles; in the Lincoln loreai. headquarters
Capitán. 27 milea; in the Pecos forest.
headquarters at Santa F'e, summer head
quarters at Fanchuela river. 26 miles, in
he .uni forest, headquarters at Albuquerque, 10 miles.
Telephone boxes are stationed at intervals in the loresis along the ruulea ol laug
ers add lo the efficiency t the service
A telephone instrument is neing deviled under ihe direction nl the department
that will be p nuble and ran lie studied to iba line at any
This will enable rangers who are riding horseback, to
rut in al any lime or place.
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Horaehuelug a specialty.
FIU the shoe to tb faot,
nut the foot to the ahoa
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SWIFT & CO.
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